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_ __ PREFIRCE

This report presents the results of a study undertaken to examine status
reporting on weapon system acquisition programs. My purpose for writing the
report, however, goes beyond presenting the results of a study. One of the
things which makes this area so interesting is the diversity of the players.
Their functional backgrounds span both the acquisition and resource allocation
communities; their levels of responsibility run from Congress down to the
company grade officers (frequently lieutenants) who prepare the reports. This
diversi y, while interesting, contributes to much of the confusion surrounding
the status reporting process. My broader purpose Is to reduce this confusion by
presenting the total process from a spectrum of perspectives. I know of no

4 other document which does this.

I am Indebted to a number of people for their assistance In this project.
Lt Col Mike Thorn and his staff provided timely Information on changes to the
process--no easy task given the speed with which revisions are being made.
More importantly, Lt Col Thorns review and advice have added considerable
value to the report. Likewise, the report has benefited greatly from the
extensive experience of Capt Bob Magee. Finally, I am deeply grateful to Lt Col
Jim Macey of the Air Command and Staff College staff for his guidance,
extensive reviews, and encouragement. He went well beyond what is expected
of an administrative advisor. I believe that the report is worthwhile because
of its recommendations and its educational value. I know that this would not
be true were It not for the Invaluable contributions made by these people.

Accrst1lon For

I t
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I. .i~grwzgjjD4 Status reporting on weapon system acquisition programs haschanged-extenively since 1982. Prior to that time, the Selected AcquisitionReport was the only formal reporting mechanism to Congress on how well these
programs were progressing. Since then, Congress has legislated unit cost
reporting and OD has instituted the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary.
Both initiatives were taken to redress perceived deficiencies in the existing
status reporting process--but at a price.

I1. Proble: All of the changes were additive. Collectively, they increasedboth the volume and the complexity of the information which is now reported.

III. O itv T study examined today's status reporting process in terms of
the " dunction (What questions should the information answer? Whatwere the changes supposed to do?) and the "supply function (How efficiently Is
the information provided?). Its purpose was to identify opportunities for
improving the process.

V. Concjusionsg The changes made to the process since 1982 corrected the
deficiencies which were identified at that Lime. They did nothing, however, toimprove the efficiency. The report proposes changes to the process designed to
improve the quality of the information as well as the efficiency with which it
is provided.

vii



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Reporting on the status of major weapon system acquisition programs is
not new nor is status reporting a phenomenon of the Federal Government.
Theorists (and practitioners, for that matter) consider management control
systems to be essential to effective management In anu organization. These
systems are typically designed to measure how closely he actual outcome of
decisions match the intended outcome influence the behavior of organizational
entities (including individuals), and provide Information to a continuing
planning process. (1:2) Initial status reporting in the acquisition arena was
intendei to serve these purposes. The general consensus by the end of the
1970s, however, was that status reporting on weapon system acquisition
programs was ineffective and, further that this was a contributing factor to
cost growth in these programs. (8:6) f his assessment, not surprisingly, led to
fundamental changes in the status reporting process.

The process which emerged (or, more precisely, is emerging) included
changes along three dimensions and reflected initiatives by two sets of
players--Congress and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). First, both
Congress and OSD expanded the amount of information which must be reported
on each major weapon system acquisition program. The basic status report
prior to the changes was the Selected Acquisftion Report (SAR) to Congress.
Additionally, OSD received a report on contractor performance, the
Supplemental Contractor Cost Report, for selected major programs. The
Nunn/McCurdy Amendment to the 1983 Defense Authorization Act (Public Law
97-252) established the requirement for unit cost reporting in addition to the
Selected Acquisition Report. OSD, meanwhile, Implemented a new report
designed to provide the information they perceived to be missing from the
status reporting process. The second dimension which changed was the number
of programs required to report. Because of the new criteria Included in Public
Law 97-252, the number of programs required to submit Selected Acquisition
Reports increased from 47 (1961) to 96 (1983). (5:1; 6:2) An estimated 135
weapon sylstem acquisition programs met the reporting criteria at the end of
1984. (6:2) Finally, Congress changed the status report Ing process itself. Unit
cost reporting on major programs is, by law, specifically intended for the
Service Secretaries. (9:559) Unit Cost Exception Reports (UCERs) are
submitted to Congress only if cost growth exceeds a specified threshold.
Attempts to fix the weapon system acquisition status reporting process, then,
have almost tripled the number of programs which are required to participate.
Additionally, they have dramatically increased the amount of information
provided on each program and introduced the notion of exception reporting. The
questions which remain are have they worked, at what price, and are further
changes in order.

f
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The balance of this report addresses these questions. A useful answer to
the first question is possible if it is limited to assessing how well the
information which is now required fills the voids identified during the
deliberations leading up to making the changes. A comprehensive answer,
however, is beyond the scope of this report and probably will not be available
for several years for two reasons. First, given that one of the purposes of the
changes was to help control cost growth (6:16), just over one gear's experience
does not provide enough data to measure how well that objective is being met.
Second, it is doubtful .hat anyone can isolate the impact of this initiative from
the impact of numerous other initiatives undertaken to do the same thing over
the past three years. The second question, that of "price,' is also complicated.
At the most superficial level, the changes--all additive--increased the
workload at all organizational levels. This j ustified looking for ways to make
the process more efficient. There are, however other, more subtle, issues in
the price question. One such issue is the potential for "micro-management at
higher organizational levels which results from more detailed Information
being provided. The underlying concern here is with the impact of
micro-management on effective program management. Yet another issue is the
impact of the revisions on overall complexity. Status reporting was already
complex; the changes made it more so. This has important implications for the
quality of the information which flows through the process. Issues such as
these prompted looking for ways to make the process more effective The
final question, that of determining what changes should be made to the process,
is, infact, the reason this study was undertaken.

The basic approach to identifying opportunities for improving the process
was to examine it from two perspectives--that of the users ang that of the
providers. In the case of the users, the emphasis was on assessing how well
the information included in the reports answers the questions which prompted
the reports in the first place. The providers' side of the assessment
concentrated on the process itself with particular attention on efficiency. The
ensuing discussion presents the results of the study beginning with a
description of the process designed to provide the necessary background
information and delineate the specific issues. The report then presents a
theoretical framework for assessing management and control systems in
general and concludes with proposed changes to the status reporting process as
it exists today.

2
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Chapter 2

MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEM ACQUISITION PROGRAM STATUS REPORTING
PART I

The status reporting process which exists today began in 1967 when the
Selected Acquisition Report first appeared as an Internal Department of
Defense management report. Two years later the Selected Acquisition Report
became the primary means of providing Congress with information on how well
program managers execute their assigned programs. (7:909) Since then, the
Selected Acquisition Report "has been a continuing source of controversy and
confusion. It was recently described on the Senate floor as 'a report much of
which is classified, almost all of which is unintelligible." (7:979) This 1982
statement by a member of the OSD Comptrollers staff reflected the
assessment of status reporting that lead to passage of the Nunn-McCurdy
Amendment. Interestingly, the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment did not replace
Selected Acquisition Repots, but rather, increased the number of programs
now required to submit them. In the final analysis, Congress defined the
problem to be something other than the content and structure of a single report.
This chapter focuses on the Selected Acquisition Report because It was the
status reporting system prior to passage of the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment. The
discussion first describes the report Itself and then presents the process by
which it reaches Congress. It concludes by identifying the major weaknesses
in status reporting Ahe Amendment was intended to redress. Chapter 3
examines the status reports which have been added since 1982. Changes made
to the Selected Acquisition Report since then are reflected in this chapters
descriptions.

THE REPORT

Thayer, appearing before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
Wednesday (March 19831, met criticism from Senators who said the
Selected Acquisition Reports were "impossible to read," 'confusing,"
required a degree in accounting to understand, and were
"inadvertently misleading." (3:150)

Just what is a Selected Acquisition Report? The answer is "it depends." if
you are a researcher, it Is one of the few standardized sources of information
on weapon system acquisition programs which spans a period of time long
enough to be useful (7:1080) If you are a Congressman who considers your role
to be that of a corporate board member making overall decisions, it is a source
of information on the impact of those decisions as well as potential
management problems which might be the subject of future decisions. (7:1000)
If you work in the Pentagon hierarchy, it is a way to show the programmatic

3
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Figure 3.5

only the six largest contracts are reported in the Selected Acquisition and Unit
Cost Reports. All active contracts whose target prices are greater than $20
million are reported separately in the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary.
The total for all categories must equal the appropriation total in the Selected
Acquisition Report which, in turn, must equal the program's latest approved
funding. Thus, the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary, with this format,
establishes the link from contractor performance information through the
program managers estimates of what each contract will cost when completed
to the program's most recently approved funding level. It turns out that the
information in this format is also directly related to the contract cost
baselines in unit cost reporting (Figure 3.6).

In reality, Figure 3.6 is a "model" of how the Ballistic Missile Office (BMO)
linked the Peacekeeper status reports. The Peacekeeper Defense Acquisition
Executive Summary represents a 'worst case" situation because of the 8MO's
approach to acquiring weapon systems. Most programs use a prime contractor
to integrate the work done by numerous subcontractors. The BM0 integrates the
work of 17 associate contractors and thus has significantly more contracts in
the "large active" category than most program offices would. The BMO's
acquisition approach is reflected in the organization's internal management
systems. For example an automated system was already In place which
tracked projects from (uture effort through authorized (not negotiated) to"on contract" status for all active Peacekeeper contracts. Establishing and
monitoring contract cost baselines was thus a matter of capturing existing
information. Specific procedures may vary among other program offices
because of differences in internal management systems; however, the

17



Selected Acquisition Report, coupled witri unit cost reporting, could haye
provided the same Information as the Defense Acquisition Executive Summarq~
with two notable exceptions. The first is the Supplemental Contract Cosi
Information (Format 3) In the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary. 'This
Misplaq, however, replaced a quarterly report which nlready existed- The
second exception is the one Innovative feature of the Defense Acquisit.'on
Executiye Summary--the Program and Contract Summary.

tDvFFWWS. ACQULSITI0fl EXECUTIVE

13 S1IfIARY

1 f. D -t1

FORMnAT SUJBJECT

I COVER SHIEY
2 PROGRAM Ant)~ COflTRACT COST IDIFORMATIOfl

3 SUPPLEMhE11TAL COIITRACT C:OST IflFORMfATIOfl
4 PRaO(;1AM SCHEDULF MILESTOnES

PROGRAM FTIDDT~IG SUMMTYARY

f)PROGRAMn ASSESSinEnT, COST ESTIMnATE, AflL
DELI VERY STATUS

/ PROGRAMJ VARLAwTIL AIIALYSIS

Fiv~re 1.4

The Pv-ogrorn end Contract Cost Summary seeks to link two separate, but
relatpd, reporti n sstems. One is the status reporting system which is the.
sub Iect of 1.his sl uIy. The other- is the contractor performance measurement
system used by program offices to manage contracts. The contract informetic,
in Selected Acquisitlion Reports, Unit Cost Reports, and Format 3 of the Defense
Acquisition Executive Summary is from the letter system. The problem which
prompted the 051) Defense Acquisition Executive Summaru ir~ftiatlve was the
inability to relate thet inform~afon to "bottom line" program requirements.
(7:993) Figure 35 highlights how the Program nnd Contract Cost Summtry
Drovides the missing link.

The contractor perfoirmance n~fornativn nnd programn managers estimated
ptice at comple!Jon for indiviui contracts are the samne in the Seiecteo
Acquisition Report. Unit Cost Report, and Defense Acquisition Executive
Sumnmary f, r th'mqp co'nrcts which appear in all three reports. Recall th-9,



Unit Cost Exception Reports

The information in Unit Cost Exception Reports is very. similar to that
contained in Unit Cost Reports. The significance of a Unit Cost Exception
Report lies not so much in its contents as in the fact that it was generated in
the first place. It alerts the entire 'establishment" that some combination of
management and/or congressional decisions has caused a cost increase. It does
not identif which management nor does it necessarily mean that a program has
serious problems. It does not even mean that the decisions were wrong--only
that the impact was higher costs. It does, however, prompt an investigation
into the causes. The underlying assumption is, of course, that such
investigations will lead to better management overall.

One other feature of unit cost reporting is worth noting at this point.
When a Unit Cost Exception Report is submitted, the baseline for the cost
element in question is reset.' (That is, the unit cost baselines shown in the
Selected Acquisition Report "shall agree with the revised procurement [unit
costs) for the budget Mear shown in the last [Unit Cost Exception Report]
submitted to Congress.' (11:3-6) This precludes a continuous flow of Unit
Cost Exception Reports which describe the same problem. After a program has
been rebaselined, however, Unit Cost Exception Reports are required for
increases of five percent or more vice the 15 percent in effect before the first
breach.

DEFENSE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Defense Acquisition Executive Summary was controversial when it
was unveiled in 1902; it remains so today. A major concern was the
detrimental impact of releasing the program managers estimated price at
completion es it is computed for unif cost reporting to anyone outside
the program office. The danger was that contractors might obtain the
information, undermining the program manager's negotiating position in future
contracting actions. %ISD accepted this argument and changed the report
accordingly (Figure 3.3). The services also objected to the 1evel of detail
required In the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary as well as the degree of
duplication between It and other status reports. OSD was not receptive to
these objections and, after two years of debate, published the implementing
directive. With this history, it was not surprising that many of the "technical
questions about how to prepare the report were unanswered when the first set
was submitted in June 1984.

There is a high degree of redundancy between the Defense Acquisition
Executive Summary and other reports. Appendix C is an extract from the
Defense Acquisition Executive Summary instruction which explains purpose of
each exhibit (10:Enclosure 3); two recent reports are in Appendix D. Figure 3.4
contains the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary index. Many of the
subjects in the index should look familiar since the Selected Acquisition
Report index displayed in Chapter 2 is very similar. In fact, the information
differs to some degree in the formats wi h similar (or identical) titles. In
some cases, such as schedule, contractor costs, and variance analysis, for
example, one report has more detail than the other. A slightly expanded

15



completion is "baselined." That is, the program manager's estimate of hcnv
much will be spent over the life of the contract is estabished and changes to
that estimate are monitored. This estimate does not represent the same thing
as the estimated price at completion shown in the Selected Acquisition Report-
Figure 3.3 shows how the program managers current estimated price rt
completion (PMCEPAC') is defined in the Selected Acquisition Report, for unit
cost reporting and in the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary (discussed
later). The estimate which is baselined differs from the SelectedAcquisitirn
Report in that it allows for work which the program manager knows must t
done but which cannot be defir.ed well enough to put on contract get. It also
allows the program manager to allocate some portion of his or her
management reserve for "unknown unknowns." The baselined estimate differs
from the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary in that these additional costs
are identified for each contract included in the program's contract cost
baselines. (NOTE: The anticipated effort is referred to as future work in the
Defense Acquisition Executive Summary and, like the management reserve, is
given as a single sum.) This is possibTe because the contract cost baselines
o not leave the program office. They must, however, be available for review

b 'utside agencies Once a contract is included in the contract cost baselines,
ipremains until it is 90 percent complete Only the top six contracts are
sub ject to breaching the 15 percent threshold at any point in time. Breaching a
contract cost baseline results in a report to the Secretary of the Air Force. If
a procurement unit cost increases by more that 15 percent, however, a Unit
Cost Exception Report is submitted to Congress

(,Of T P rF 0T1ATA,0
CO M P AJR 1Z1O0I S

UnIT COST
UEPORTILIG DALS

C TOP siX TOP SIX ALL LARGE
COVERlAGE COUiTRACTS CODTRACTS (420M)

JP1OGRAm rll G"S Oil Or on
I !.;TIMlArrD !,R (.E CO T R A ("' ('011TRACT CO D IRA CT

(A (-(YfPL1'TIOn AUTTTROI7ITD A"TROPIZED ATITHORIZ9'i

i ' 116T UIESERVE,.11GT HIESEIIVIL"

rrOA,1 ri'2Atr)

Figur1 3.3
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the requirement for a unit cost exception report if any one of three costs grows
by more than 15 percent. It also made the service secretaries responsible for
the reporting system and directed that they be provided a quarterly report on
each program to help them carry out this rbsponsibility. OSD then wrote the
implementing directives, i.e., OSD specified how the responsibility would be
Implemented-. (12:--)

Unit Cost Reoorts.

Two of the three costs which are controlled in unit cost reporting are the
program acquisition unit cost and the current fiscal year procurement unit cost
(Figure 3.2). These particular costs are in the Selected Acquisitior Report. In
fact, the Selected Acquisition Report is the basis for breach of the unit cost
baselines. Unit Cost Reports (Appendix B) provide the service secretaries a
quarterly update of the unit cost information in the baseline Selected
Acquisition Report. They also update Selected Acquisition Report contractor
performance information. However the Selected Acquisition Report is not the
asis for breach of contract basefines (the third controlled cost). Contract

cost baselines serve this function.

uDIT COST REPORTIlG
DEFInITIOn

PROGRAM ACQUISITIOn TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS
UnlIT COSTS TOTAL QUANTITY

CURRENT FY XX FY XX PROCUREnnT COSTS
PROCUREME1T UnIT
COSTS FY XX QUANTITY

PROGRAM MAnAGERS on-conTRACT EFFORT +

ESTIMATED PRICE AT AUTHORIZED EFFORT +

COMPLETIOnI ARTICIPATED EFFORT +

MAIIAGEEIEnT RESERVE

Figure 3.2

Contract Cost Baselines "

Contract cost baselines is the name given to what is, In effect, an internal
program office tracking mechanism. When a contract becomes one of the six
largest active contracts on a particular program, its estimated price at
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requirement within 60 days of the breach determination. Ttie
prohibition on the obligation of funds does not apply if the increase
was caused by terminating or cancelling acquisition programs. (6.15)

This summary of the provisions in the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment is a
standard passage in the Congressional Budget Office annual Selected
Acquisition Report review. It represents a Congressional perspective on how
the revised process is supposed to work. Four items are noteworthy. First, the
key parameters (according to the Congressional Budget Office, at least) are the
program acquisition unit cost and the procurement unit cost. These parameters
are not only in the Selected Acquisition Report, but the Selected Acquisition
Report values are the baseline for unit cost reporting. Second, the increases
are measured in current rather than constant dollars, a significant departure
from the tradition of excluding the impact of inflation when evaluating
management performance. Third, the law has teeth. No one ignores the
possibility of losing obligation authority. Finally, the Congressional BudgetOffice summary omits one of the AmendmentAs most salient features.
Exception reporting is also required if any of a program's top six contracts (in
dollar value) exceed their baselines by more than 15 percent. The Selected
Acquisition Report does not establish ihe baseline for exception reporting in
this case.

The fundamental purpose of unit cost reporting is to provide Congress
prospective vice retrospective information on weapon system acquisItion
programs. Congress recognized the DoD concern about the danger of too much
micro-management If prospective information were provided on a recurring
basis. To reduce the possibility of this occurring, they made unit cost
reporting an exception reportin sustem. In effect, they leg] slated one report
and a set of procedures (Figure 3. . Specifically, the legislation established

UNIT COST REPORTING
3 j • SUBMITTED QUARTERLY TO SECAF

UNIT * UPDATES SAR UNIT COST AND CONTRACT
P'OST INFORMATION

REPORTS * SAR VALUES FORM BASIS FOR BREACH OF UNIT COSTRE....- . BASEI INES

. iNI COSTS EX,:ED 9ASrI E BY 15% OR MORF T COST ;
CONTPA:I PRIF I AI COMPLEIION FXC[FDS I I

B A ' Lk ;N[ BY 15 OR MORE l rEPorIS

(.ONIRACr I BASIS FOR BREACH Of CONTRACT BASELINE

I * IPNTV P1AI PPOGRAtl OFF I'OCUMENT

*I I S ' •  AVAII APt IIRRFVIIW

Fiqu e 31
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Chapter 3

MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEM ACQUISITION PROGRAM STATUS REPORTING
PART II

Status reporting on major weapon system acquisition programs today
continues to include-the Selected Acquisition Report described previously. It
now also includes unit cost reporting and the Defense Acquisition Executive
Summary (DAES). The process by which these reports are generated and
reviewed includes the same players performing essentially the same functions
with two exceptions. First, unit cost reports do not go beyond the service
secretaries unless certain thresholds are breached. Second, the Defense
Acquisition Executive Summary goes no further than OSD under any
circumstances. Unit cost reporting clearly flows from the Con ressional
concerns described in the previous chapter. The Defense Acquisition-Executive
Summary, while implemented in conjunction with unit cost reporting, is an OSD
initiative. This chapter completes the description of the status reporting
system by describing unit cost reporting and the Defense Acquisition Executive
Summary. It then revisits the weaknesses identified in Chapter 2 and assesses
how well the changes implemented over the past two years redress those
weaknesses.

UNIT COST REPORTING

The 1903 Defense Authorization Act (Public Law 97-252) established
a three-tiered reporting requirement to identify programs that have
significant cost growth. The purpose is to provide a means by which
the Congress [emphasis added) can become aware of cost growth
early enough to take remedial action. The so-called Nunn-M-cCurdy
Amendment requires that the secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air
Force notify the Congress of programs in which: () the program
acquisition unit cost fs more that 15 percent above the baseline or (2)
the procurement unit cost for [the current fiscal year] is more than
15 percent above the baseline. If unit-cost growth exceeds the
baseline by 25 percent or more, the Secretary of Defense must certify
In writing-that the system is required.

The baseline used for these reports is the cost estimate in the
first SAR submitted to the Congress on the program, or the estimate
in the December SAR for the fiscal year immediately before the
current fiscal year, whichever is later. Thus the baseline is updated
annually. All costs are measured in current rather than constant
dollars. Authority to obligate funds for a program is automatically
terminated if the service secretar does not submit a report within
30 days or if the Secretary of Defense fails to certify the system

11
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system were In place, it would be possible to simplify the Selected Acquisition

Report. (7:124-134)

Program Office

From the program office perspective, the Selected Acquisition Reports
complexity was a major problem. Almost ever organizational element was
involved fn preparing and staffing one. In 1q62, there was no automated
system to help with the computations or to ensure consistency. It was a very
labor-Intensive effort which continued through most of the review process
Further, its utility to the program office was questionable. It had ceased to be
a means of surfacing and resolving problems when it became a DoD report to
Congress. As a 'report card' on the program manager's performance it was

.' seriously flawed. Most users assumed that the information in the Selected
Acquisition Report reflected the program managers best estimate of the
program descriptors (technical, schedule, cost). (5 1) It did so orily to thi.
extent that his or her estimates were incorporated Into the most recent budget
submitted to Congress. The total cost to complete the program a, 'ell as any
other program parameters which were included in the budget submtooion had to
match that submission. The variance analysis was, thus, a reconciliation
between the program managers best estimates and the results of the resource
allocation process. Any disconnects' between the resources which were
available and the program which could be executed within the available

*-. resources were picked up in subsequent Selected Acquisition Reports as
changes or estimating errors of some sort Meanwhile, the program manager
was on record to Congress as saying that the available resources were adequate
to do the job. The most common ramification of this was the appearance of
cost growth due to estimating error or mismanagement.

SUMMARY

The description of status reporting prior to passage of the Nunn-McCurdy
Amendment was a description of the Selected Acquisition Report and its
processing. The foregoing discussion has highlighted those aspects of the
process which contributed to the dissatisfaction expressed In 1962.
Complexity was on everyone's list. Beyond that, the dissatisfaction of anu
particular group arose from that group's view of the "demand function'--the
program manager's report card versus OSD's documentation of decisions versus
Congress's source of prospective information. The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment
attempted to rectify the weaknesses which caused the dissatisfaction. The
next chapter examines the results in terms of what the status reporting
system is today and how well today's system redresses the weaknesses
identified above.

10
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Under the new DOD acquisition procedure, SARs may not be
initiated until after major programs have completed the Advanced
Development and System Demonstration/Validation phases of the
acquisition process and are well Into full-scale development. These
phases typically require an average of 9 years. Therefore, generally 9
years may have elapsed before a major program is first reported in a
SAR;... and

Although the SAR system provides quarterly updates on major
weapon systems many substantive changes are reported only once a
year and are reflected In the December 31 SARs. The December 31
SARs coincide with the President's budget submission and reflect
program chages resulting from budget decisions for the next fiscal
year. Therefore, the SAR system does not provide the Congress with
continuous visibility of programs with potentially high cost growth.(8:11 - 1 2)

From a Congressional perspective, then, the status reporting system, as it
existed in 1982, did not provide Insight into potential cost growth problems or
the impact of management decisions. Further, It did not cover enough programs
nor did It begin coverage early enough in the life cycle. Finalll, Congr ss
recognized that the Selected Acquisition Report documented budget decisions
and the impact that factor had (and has) on the timing and nature of the
information they received. Repeatedly, the discussions during the heart ngs
came back to the Issue of prospective versus retrospective information, in
every case, the witnesses agreed that the Selected Acquisition Report provided
retrospective information only. (7:33, 125, 981, 1081, 1093) If one assumes
that what a program will cost in the future is a relevant consideration when
deciding how to allocate resources, then the Congressional concerns were valid.
However, the kind of information which would alleviate these concerns would
also provide them the opportunity to "micro-manage." (7:1023)

From the OSD perspective, the panel's findings on the Selected Acquisition
Report were accurate. In fact, Congress should not have been surprised by the
Selected Acquisition Report's attributes given the fact that It was a DoD slatus
report to Congress. As a program managers report to the Secretary of Defense,
It had been a useful document for surf acing potential problems as-they became
known (prospective in nature). To provide prospective information to Congress
on a recurring basis, however, would have preempted the ongoing
decision-making process at lower levels. As the annual event which forced the
culmination of -that process, submission of the President's budget was the
logical time to surface changes to Congress. The Selected Acquisition Report,
then, had ceased to be a decision document when it became a status report to
Congress; at that point, it became a means of communicating decisions made
durfg the gear The primary problem with the Selected Acquisition Report
itself was that, in an attempt to use It to respond to diverse requests for
information, O6 had made it too complex. The criticism that it contained no
prospective information was not valid in that it would have been unreasonable
to expect any recurring report to Congress to include that sort of information.
The only reasonable way to obtain credible prospective information would to be
to establish an exception reporting system. In fact, if an exception reporting
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The Selected Acquisition Report coordination and approval cycles at each
level in the organizational hierarchy are not atypical of such processes.
Functional staff elements identify changes (if any) required for their
endorsement. The changes are incorporated and a product emerges which
represents the corporate position. The AFSC Commander, Chief of Staff of the
Air Force, Secretary of the Air Force, and Secretary of Defense then approve (or
further modify and approve) the product before it goes to the next level. The
review and approval process is such that the product which goes to Congress
may be something quite different from the product prepared by the program
of fice; what began as a program office status report is transformed into a DoD
position on the status of a major program. This transformation, more than any
other factor, caused the dissatisfaction which led to changes in the weapon
system acquisition program status reporting process.

THE WEAKNESSES

A striking feature of the 'common wisdom" about status reporting prior to
implementation of the changes was the degree of consistency in the cr1ticisms.
What varied were opinions on the implications of the perceived flaws, and
these variations reflected differing opinions on what needs status reporting

*" should serve. To illustrate, this section will summarize the weaknesses from
three perspectives--Congress, OSD, and the program office--beginning with the
Congressional perspective.

i - Congress

In 1982, Congressman McCurdy chaired a special panel which conducted
hearings on cost growth in weapon system acquisition programs. During the
hearings, he focused on Inadequate status reporting as one of the contributing
factors to cost growth. The panel's recommendations on status reporting
became the provisions of the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment. Its findings on status
reporting summarize the Congressional perception of weaknesses.

The panel finds that the present (SAR] system does not consistentlyprovide the Congress with timely and complete information and that
-; the SAR system is largely an historical reporting system. Therefore,

SARs do not provide the forward looking cost Information necessary
for detecting potential cost growth problems.

g Specifically, the panel f inds that:
The absence of more timely and complete information hinders the

efforts of the Congress in exercising its oversight responsibilities;
The present SAR system is a retrospective reporting system and

does not routinely provide Information when exceptional events occur
which may result in significant cost growth. Hence, it does not
provide information on program and contract costs that would assist
in the early detection of potential cost growth problems4 .g.t,

The intent of Public Law 96-107 Ithe existing SAR legislation!
was to provide dollar thresholds for systems to be reported In the
SAR system, but the DOD practice Is such that, unless systems are
designated by the Sezretary of Defense as "major systems," they may

. ,not be reported in the SAR system, regardless of cost;

-3
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cause a quarterly Selected Acquisition Report to be required. For example, if
an event does not occur as scheduled, the program office prepares a quarterly
Selected Acquisition Report Identifying the change, its impact, and the reasons
for the change. On the other hand, if an event will not occur next year, the
program office documents the changes in the next annual Selected Acquisition
Report. As the Principal Assistant Deputy Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
told Congress, "Until we decide what the solution to-the problems will be [you
wont see them...." (7:126) All Selected Acquisition Reports, annual and
quarterly, go through the same review process.

The Selected Acquisition Report review process begins with working level
review meetings at HQ AFSC and culminates with the OSD submission to
Congress after formal coordination/approval cycles at HQ AFSC, HO USAF, and
OSD (Figure 2.3). (HQ AFLC and HO AFCC, not shown also conduct reviews.) The
initial step is a joint review by HQ AFSC and Hd USAF. This consists of a
series of meetings with members o.each program office which submitted a
Selected Acquisition Report. The headquarters staff representation varies
according to the program being reviewed but alwaUs includes people with both
financiaF and programmatic expertise. The meeting itself is a line-by-line
review of the document, and the discussions range from how to treat
substantive issues to whether or not a comma Is appropriate. Minor issues are
resolved at the meeting; major ones are resolved within a few days. Changes
resulting from the meeting are incorporated into the Selected Acquisition
Reports prior to the formal coordination/approval cycles, normally by program
office personnel.

REVIEW PROCESS

ROGRAMI' HQ lHQ

REYIEV & APPROVAL,,,

I COORDINATION •COORDINATION

,,S-AR, & APPROVAL Li & APPROVAL

'USAF

Figure 2.3
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variance analysis section). The missing funds were restored during the
subsequent budget formulation phase. Since the production rates (quantities)
did not change this time, the.unit cost increased and the only available
explanation for the change was estimating error." Congress meanwhile, was
surprised by the new budget request and frustrated by the official explanation
which followed in the Selected Acquisition Report. While this Is a hypothetical
example, this author has seen variants of the scenario occur often enough to
consider it typical. It not only illustrates that Selected Acquisition Reports
are Inherently complex because of internal linkages, but Introduces the notion
that the complexity is compounded by external linkages.

The Selected Acquisition Report isa complex document. It is also rigid
with both the formats and computations being prescribed. The rigidity,
however, has resulted in a high degree of standardization among reports. A
pattern, common to all Selected Acquisition Reports, quicklg em es when one
s examined: original estimate, current estimate, and explanation of changes

within the prescribed categories of information. That is, it describes what
has happened to a program relative to what was intended to nappen.
Because of the internal and external linkages, complexity, and the importance
of these reports, an elaborate review process has evolved.

THE PROCESS

Program office personnel prepare and submit Selected Acquisition Reports
at least once each year. They use data captured during program execution to
update the status finformation and explain the changes. Program execution,
broadly speaking, involves planning the program in terms of what, how many,
when, and how much; actually doing the tasks; measuring the results (in the
same terms used to plan the program); and modifying the plan as necessary.
This information, inherent in the program execution process, is sufficient to
answer the internal questions (i.e., what has happened relative to what was
intended to happen and what caused the variances) posed by the Selected
Acquisition Report. For example, program offices receive contractor
performance reports which indicate how much work has been accomplished
versus how much was planned when the contract was awarded, how much the
work accomplished cost versus how much was planned, detailed explanations of
why the differences occurred, and projected impacts of past changes on future
work. The information is used to manage the contract and to prepare a Selected

A Acquisition Report. The same is true for every category of Information excep1
the program funding summary. HQ USAF provides -he funding (and quantitg)

Sinformation two weeks before the Selected Acquisition Report is due to
" -Headquarters, Air Force Systems Command (HQ AFSC). Recall that this

information via internal linkages, directly influences the changes which must
be explained In the Selected Acquisition Report.

The annual Selected Acquisition Report is due to Congress 60 days afterti.a President's budget proposal is released. If a program's total cost Increasesby at least five percent or a scheduled event "slips by at least three months

during the year, the program office prepares a quarterly report. ( 1:3) Since
the basic program contont must coincide with the latest President's budget

" submission, only the activities which are occurring during the current year can
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display must be the same as the funding In the latest President's Budget
request to Congress. Equally important, the quantities must be the some as
those in the President's Budget in both annual and quarterly reports. Note that
this is an axfurnallnkage, i.e., the report is linked to the resource allocation
process. (11:3-7) The second important linkage is between the Program
Acquisition Cost display and tth Cost Variance Analysis. Again, the totals
must be equal. Finally, there are seven potential explanations for cost
variances, each of which is computed in a specific sequence and according to
stringent rules. (11:3-7 - 3-0) This represents the third Imporant
linkage--the linkage among the potential explanations of cost variance. The
following hypotltical but not unrealistic, example illustrates the
significance 61 these linkages.

SAR LINKAGES

PROGRAM
ACQUISITION

COST
PRESIDENT'S mIT CUR COST VARIANCE

BUDGET EST CH EST ANALYSIS
COST

APPrI APPfl XXX XX XXX Economic
APPn XXX XX XXX QUANTITY

YEAR -_ OTY ITOTAL XXX X SCHEDULE

QTY X EnGinEEnflG
SUlIT COSTESTImATInG2 OTHER

TOTAL TOTAL

Figure 2.2

Suppose a program manager was committed to delivering a specified
number of systems in a specified timeframe for a specified cost. His or her
estimate of the costs to complete the progm was predicated upon a specified
procurement rate. Further, suppose that this commitment was documented in
the Initial Selected Acquisition Report to Congress. During the next budget
formulation phase, the procurement rate was reduced In the budget year
because of more pressing requirements for funds. The quantity taken out in the
budget ear was added back later In the program alng with the funds.
Unfortunately, insufficient funds were added back. Since this was a
last-minute change, the program manager was unable to get the mistake

correted i n the Presdent s Budget request. Thus, the error was included in the
annual Selected Acquisition Report (complete with an explanation in the
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impact of resource allocation decisions made between budget submissions.
(7:126) If you are a program manager, it is your report card to Congress. If you
are the action officer who prepares a Selected Acquisition Report, it is
confusing. Much of the testimony before Congress indicates that, of all the
perceptions on the subject, only the action officer is right. No matter how
many perceptions exist about the Selected Acquisition Report, however, it only
does two things. First it describes what has happened to a program relative to
what was originally Intended to happen. Second, the Selected Acquisition
Report reconciles a program's past with the most recent decisions on Its
future. To do this, a highly stylized document has emerged.

The Selected Acquisition Report is a rigidly structured report which
contains two basic types of information: program content and a complete track
of all changes to the program since the initial Selected Acquisition Report.
Figure 2.1 fIs the prescribed Index for all annual Selected Acquisition Reports
and shows the categories of descriptive data. The example of a Selected
Acquisition Report provided by OSD in the recently revised Instruction
(1 1:3-1-1 - 3-1-9) is in Appendix A. The pattern of current status, previous
changes, and changes since last report within each descriptive category shows
up c early in the report. Less clear are the linkages which contribute to the
overall complexity.

[ SEL EA TE AC0U151TION REPORMT

I INDFX

SUBJECT PAGE

COVER SHEET INFORMATION I
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 2
SCHEDULE 2
IECHNICALIOPERATIONAL LHARACTERISTICS 3
PROGRAM ACQUISITION COST 3
UNIT COST SUMMARY 5
COST VARIANCE ANALYSIS 5
PROGRAM ACQUISITION UNIT COST HISTORY 7
CONTRACT INFORMATION 8

- Figure 2.1

The linkages of particular importance are illustrated in Figure 2.2. The
first is between the Program Acquisition Cost display and the President's
Budget. For the annual report, the costs shown in the Program Acquisition Cost
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relationships highlighted in Figure 3.6 do not. Notice, in particular, that the
contract cost baselines required for unit cost reporting are composed of
factors controlled by the program manager. Tho samsc ccnnot be sad of the tw:,
unit cost baselines.

THE REVISIONS - A RECAP

As shown in Figure 3.7 unit cost baselines are a function of approved
funding and quantities. The discussion in Chapter 2 established that these may
or may not be within the program manager's control. Yet all of the reports In
the status reporting system continue to lalk in terms of the program manager's
estimates. T he revised system thus remains somewhat misleading. However,
the changes have rectified many of the deficiencies which prompted the
changes in the first place.

Unit cost reporting provides prospective information to Congress as soon
as a problem is Identified It does so on an exception basis thus
accommodating OSD's concern over the potential for micro-management at the
Congressional level. Further, one of the three parameters In the program
manager's new -report card' (contract cost baselines) is actually controlled by
,,ie program manager Adding the Defense Acquisition Executive Summary to
the status reporting sy stem was the other major change which occurred after
Congress passed the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment. An OSD initiative started
before the Amendment was passed, its purpose was to provide OSD the
prospective information it felt it needed when Deputy Secretary of Defense
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Carlucci implemented his "centralized policU, decentralized management'
policy. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the Defense Acquisition
Executive Summari links contractor performance with funding availability.
Finally, OSD pub lshed revised Selected Acquisition Report preparation
instructions in December 1904 which reduced its complexity as well as some
of the data redundancy in the status reporting system. (10:--) Overall, the
major Congressional and OSD concerns have been redressed by the changes
since 1902. Problems remain, however--some old, some new.

STATUS REPORTIfnGPRESIDEnT's

BUDGET A RECAP
REQUEST

APPROVED $ UnIT COST

FUrDIUG & => SARIDAES == >
QUANlTITIES QTY BASELINES

PGRn mGR*S ESTIMATED

PRICE AT COmPLETIOn + FUTURE M nGT COnTRACT

(nEGOTIATED & AUTH) EFFORT RESERVE BASELiES

CONTRACTOR

PERFORmAncE
DATA

Figure 3.7
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Chapter 4

A FRAMEWORK

The discussions so far have focused on assessing status reporting In terms
of what Congress and OSD want without explicit treatment of what a
management control system should do. There was a theoretical underpinning
implicit in some of the assertions, however. For example, the notion that the
system is misleading because the reports attribute positions to proram
managers which they mag not have implies that doing so is *bad" in prclp/o.
This chapter presents the study's theoretical framework. Recall that the
purposes of a management control system are to measure how closely the
actual outcome of decisions match ihe Intended outcome to influence the
behavior of organizational entities, and to provide information to a continuing
planning process. The framework Is derived by combining these purposes with
the acquisition process.

An extremely simplified view of the acquisition process is presented in
Figure 4.1. This view eliminates a specific timeline and focuses on the

ACQUISITION PROCESS

-"PROGR AM -PERFORM ANCE PROGR AM
D. DIRECT ION - SCHEDULE - EXECUTION

-QTY/FUNDING"7

AC AUAL

R(VlS(D (S rTIA rES

Figure 4.1
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Iterative nature of decision-making in the process It also collapses the
organizational hierarchy into two levels--one which makes decisions and one
which implements them. Finally, it does not explicitly show the interactions
between the acquisition process and the resource allocation process; however,
it does show the transformation of cost into funding. It also shows where
status reporting fits in the process

The acquisition process is a continuing series of decisions on what a
program should be (what, how many, when, how much), implementation of those
decisions, and revisions to the direction (new decisions) based on actua!
experience and changing conditions. Status reporting is thW means b
which actual xplfn&CS is f'd back into thb dec0sion-Ma1kn7
process. The Information which flows back Is some mlxture of actua
experience and revised estimates which reflect the projected impact of that
experience. As the program matures, the ratio of actual experience to
estimates in the 'bottom line" values increases, and the uncertainty decreases
Actual experience, however, is but one of the factors which inlluence the
decisions. Changing conditions such as the threat, the political environment,
resource availability, and emerging technologies also enter into the equation.
Thus, the program direction which flows into a program office reflects
decisions which may or may not have been based on actual experience and its
projected impact. Further, when viewed from within the program office, the
direction itself becomes a source of program uncertainty. Ileally, the
management control mechanism (status reporting) should be able to o tinguish
between variances caused bt program execution (operations) and those caused
by program direction (decisions) (1-172) Figure 42 illustrates why status
reporting systems should have this characteristic. (1:181)

fORMAI IIANR~tIS'Y S II ,,.. ,

DE I IN[ GO At . IN , ,C4 D
&I " ,, OUTPUT

V[SND ~RF ORM ANCII

I I

AGAlS 1T ANDARD S
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Figue 4.
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Figure 42
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The illustration shows the dual role which feedback plays in a management
and control system. First, it allows management to identify and correct
operational problems which might be causing actual outcomes to differ from
the outcomes which were Intended when decisions were made during the
planning phase. Second, it allows management to adjust their planning factors.
n either case, the primary purpose of feedback is to improve the quality of

decisons--whether they be operational decisions or planning decisions. Note
that performance standards form part of the set of assumptfons which go into
the planning activities. They also communicate management expectations as
decisions are passed down the organizational hierarchy for implementation.
Given their importance, it is not surprising that what they should be and how
they should be established are the subjects of extensive research--much of
which is inconclusive. Researchers do agree on two things, however. First, the
parameters themselves tell employees what top management considers to be
important. Second, if used to evaluate performance, the standards influence
behavior--but often in an unpredictable way. (1:175, 179-180) Thus, a status
reporting system should be structured in such a way that it can provide
information which will improve decision making without sending unintended
signals to those who will implement the decisions. To bring this closer to the
world of acquisition management, consider the illustration in figure 4.3.

TA'PEA T FORMAL CONTROL SYSTEM

.(... ..&. ir[. DECIDE ON PROGRAM
~~CONTENT IW. EAPON

ALLOCATE RESOURCES

BOL 3o PROGR AM
PERK3Rke NLE EXECUT ION

REVIEW PERFORMANCE

AOAINST STANDARDS
INTERNAL

DETERMINE CORRECTIVE REVIEW

ACT ION ,/'ST E r

ACQUISITION PROGRAM STATUS REPORTING

Figure 4.3

The model in figure 4.3 is the same as the one discussed above adjusted to
reflect the acquisition process. The goals and performance standards are
weapon system performance characteristics, schedule, unit cost baselines, and
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contract cost baselines. Status reporting then provides thie results to date.
The information includes sufficient explanation of the variances to permit
determining whether or not the goals and performnance standards should be
adjusted. The adjustments to performance are not necessarily made to correct
mismanagement. For example, funding constraints may have caused some
development activities to be delayed. R5ne alternative would be to change the
date for the initial operating capability, i.e., change the standard. Another
would be to increase the degree of C.orCun-ency between development and
production activities (change the performance). Another example is deciding,
based on the feedback, what to do if the logistics infrastructure cannot be in
place as scheduled. Again, the date for achievi ng the initial operating
capability could be changed- An alternative would be to plan for contractor

* !oglstics support for some interim period. The point is thnt 'deter-mining
corrective action' is not a 'finger pointing" exercise. That is, one of the
fundamental purposes of status reporting is to improve the qu.lit$ oi

decisions-' P&hterMgb plelnig dcison or- operetiooi)
dec-isioos - -A pro ividin7 /7dbc wihrfets cu/eprec

One other theoretical issue needs to be explored within the context of the
* acquisition process before identifying specific problems which remain in

today's status reporting process. That issue is the impact which the ntalureof
the ~ golsan erformance standards has on subordinate organizations. A

noted earlier, te research in this area is inconclusive in the sense that no one
has formulated a method of devising performance standards which precludes
dysfunctional results. Researchers agree that performance standards influence

*behavior, the question is how. The reason the answer to this question has
remained o mysteryj is that a number of poorly understood factors
interact--three of which are worth mentioning here. The first is
c ontrollability. The issue here is to what extent should Derformnnce indicAors
reflect things which are outside the manager's control. Foc example, to what

* extent should a program manager be held accountable for breaching unit cost
* baselines giver that resource availability will frequently determine their

value? M1ost practilioners assume dieot the. System is mo -e effective ifth.
performance measures are entirely controlled by the activity being evaluated.
(2177-! 78) The difficultU the DoD has encouintered in establishinn

* supportability Qoals which e(X ctiyeiy influence program managers' bhavv'r
* dw-ing the~ ar!quilsition process is o good case in point. (4:12-I'3) A serond,

releted Imcior is the degree of poirticipation in stigthe standards. In Wot,
the ncedam*ic commrI.'Nit s Concluded thnt 'increasea '~ ~ icr~ sFJA!*i@the standard cnload oeither increased or decreased nerforrnan' when~
assessed on a behaviorol basis. (1 193) Participalion, however, can improve

* the quality of the standard when the subordinate organizations possess
superi~ knowledge." Finally, what happens when the standr 1 is too high ortoo low? Again, there sntadfiiiease because reactions vary

according to personalities. Research dloesq indicate that, in general,
performance is higher when the standards are accepted and attainable. (1:185)
The fact that the nature of the performance indicators influences behavior

- a that tt!i's rp ri-tingv should be assessed in terms hesideq macounri i
ornpletenes3.1 ee ca rin,]t atlons are al1sc fmporlaInt

I~~ '~~pfs~rmore precisely, ossumptions; implicit tn thp pr -rihea
chapters, 396 'the proposals which follow derive from a theorplictil, fr rniework.
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which considers the purposes and behavioral implications of management
control systems. Perhaps the most fundamental purpose is to improve the
quality of decisions--both planning and operational. Status reporting
contn butes to this in two ways. First, it is the means by which problems are
identified. To be useful, theinformation should clearly Identify whether the
variance' between planned and actual Is caused by planning or execution.

Second, It is the means by which actual experience is fed Into the planning
process. Within the acquisition arena, this Is especially important because the
program managers really do have 'superior knowledge about thelr programs.
Management control systems (whether explicitly intended or not) send signals
down the organizational hierarchy on what the higher levels consider
important, i.e., they influence behavior. While there is considerable debate on
how they influence behavior, there is fairly widespread agreement that the
performance measurements should be within the control of the organization (or
person) being held responsible. It should be clear by now that status reporting
on weapon system acquisition programs does not embody all of these
principles. The next chapter suggests some ways to move it a little closer.

25
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Chapter 5

PROPOSALS

When viewed in terms of the "demand function," the changes in weapon
system acquisition program status reporting implemented over the post two
ears have had the desired results. That is, Congress and OSD now receive
nformation which, by its nature--prospective vice retrospective--meets their

perceived needs better than that provided prior to the changes. This is a fairly
uninteresting conclusion given the fact that Congress and OSD prescribed the
changes. More interesting is the observation that they also improved the
quality of the program manager's "report card." Specifically, they created a
performance indicator which measures variables controlled-by the program
manager--the contract cost baseline. With this one exception, the changes did
little to improve the system when viewed in terms of the "supply function." In
fact the system is more complex than before and the volume of information is
much greater. Moreover, the terminology, at least, is still misleading. For
exampTe, the "program managers current estimated price at completion" may
not be the program manager-s estimate at all. This chapter addresses these
issues and discusses approaches for dealing with them. The issues fall into
two broad categories--those related to quality of information and those
related to overall efficiency. Before addressing the specific issues, however,
the remaining assumptions underlying the study are presented.

ASUMPTIONS

Most of the assumptions are inherent in the framework just presented;
however, there are others. First and foremost, the Air Force cannot eliminate
status reporting to Congress or OSD. The Defense Acquisition Executive
Summary is a notable example. The three services displayed a united front in
opposing this requirement to no avail. Second, resource availability will
continue to be a problem. Competition among validated requirements is a fact
of life which is not likely to change. If history is an indicator, cancelling
programs will be a last resort. Therefore, the resources available to any
program will be an allocation which reflects relative priorities rather than the
results of computing what is required to execute an optimally structured
program. Third, complexity will remain a characteristic of the status
reporting sustem. Status reporting reflects the results of decisions made in
two, overrapping processes--the resource allocation process and the
acquisition process. Both are complex; reporting on their interactions can be
no less so. Fourth, it is in the Air Force's best interest to do whatever is
necessary to improve the quality of the reports generated in this process. The
premise here is that credibility enhances the likelihood of success in the
resource allocation arena--especially the Congressional part of that arena.
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Finally, no one involved in this process wants to deceive anjone. r
partic pants are committed to doing what is right--as thg ,jnderstand it.

DUALITY OF IFRMATjQ_ Fq

There are two problems associated with the quality of information whicli
flows through the status reporting process. The first is that the timin
implicit in unit cost baselines is out of line with the timing of Congressionoi
reviews. Specifically, public law prescribes that the baseline for unit cost
baselines be the value In the Selected Acquisition Report for the previous
fiscal year or the latest Unit Cost Exception Report if the baseline has bee,
Previousli breached. This means that the program represented in the baseline
is probab f different from the program in the most recent budget submission
(rund its accompanying Selected Acquisition Report). Since each annual
Selected Acquisition Ieport expleins the impact of decisions made since the
previous budget submission, the value of a Unit Cost Report which explains the
same thing is questionable More importantly, it insures that Congress
receives dated information. HQ AFSC recently proposed that the baseline be
changed to coincide with the most recent annual Selected Acquisition Report.
(13:--) This does two things. First, Congress would be notified if the
information they are using to make their resource allocation decisions changes.
Second, it would eliminate the need for quarterly Selected Acquisition Reports
The Air Force and OSD should, therefore, fully support the AFSC initiative.

The second problem which Impacts on the quality of the information
provided via the status reporting process results from the linkage between
budget requests to Congress and the status reports, This one Is tougher
because the need to link the two is driven by the need for consistency ir whnA
the DoD tells Congress Inconsistency tends to reduce credibility. Yet, as the
sytem is currently structured, honest mistakes may be perpetuated in the
staius reports. This, too, threatens credibility. One alternative is to insure
thnt program managers agree that the funding and program content "match'
before the budget goes to Congress. There are at least three advantages to this
approach. First, the program manager understands the program structure and
the relationship of that structure to costs better than anyone else. That person
is, therefore, in the best position to formulate alternative combinations of
program content end associated costs. By having the orogram manager validat?
the particular combination selected during the resource allocation process, the
overall qunlity of those decisions wilef improve Second, if the program
manager is involved in trur"uring the alterratives and validates the one which
is selected, he or she knows what is intended by the decision That is not
always the case today. The third advantage to this aiternpiive is thoa thc
program manager's current estimated price at completion in the status reports
is once again the program manager's estimate. The problem with this
elternative is that it would be difficult--though not impossible--to implement
The level of activity during the final weeks of budget preparation is one of the
i .. irl.buting factors to :',st minute mistakes in the first place Add'ng rnother
toak--proqram manager validation---could compound that problem The impact
o! implPm'nti!)g this procedure cnuld be lessened bu restricting it to programs
+ hich tav in s.!tmit Selected Acquisition Reports. These progrm a r tPind!o l
thp nnos which recive a hioh deqree of -ongressinnal mnd public scrnitini !n
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fact, it is the need for consistency in the information released about them
which drives the linkage. On balance, the improvement in decision making
throughout the planning phase would seem to justify an additional task at the
end of that process--especially If the extra activity Is restricted to
high-visibility programs.

EFFICIENCY ISSUES

The procedures used in the status reporting process evolved in a period
when the Selected Acquisition Report was the only report and fewer programs
were involved. Data redundancy was not an issue. Labor intensity and
complexity were issues, but the number of programs was small enough that a
few experts could serve as personal advisors" to the action officers who
prepared the reports. When this was no longer true (1903), HQ AFSC developed
a centralized, automated support system. It not only incorporated some of the
more complex calulations, but it further standardized the report itself. More
recently (1984), Congress agreed that quarterly Selected Acquisition Reports
would no longer be required for small changes in performance, schedule, or
costs. Finalfy, as mentioned earlier, OSD rewrote the Selected Acquisition
Report directive to simplify the report. But the basic procedures remahlt the
same. That is, each program office prepares each report and participates
directly in the review process. What follows is a proposal which addresses
both procedures and data redundancy.

The obvious approach to improving efficiency is to take advantage of the
benefits offered by automation. AFSC demonstrated the feasibility of such an
approach when they automated Selected Acquisition Report preparation. The
system which was implemented, while not without some technical difficulties,
did what It was designed to do; it generated a report--the Selected Acquisition
Report. Data management consisted of "release protocols" among
organizational levels in the hierarchy. Specifically, the system was "opened
to program offices a few weeks before Selected Acquisition Reports were due.
As each Selected Acquisition Report was completed (including approval by the
program manager and Product Division Commander), control passed to HQ AFSC.
This was, in effect, the Selected Acquisition Report submission. Control
passed to HO USAF after the HQ AFSC review and coordination process was
completed. Copies of the reports could be generated at any point in this cycle.
The prescribed Selected Acquisition Report formats--and, within those, the
algorithms--drove the system. That is, the syqstem was a report
genarator--not a data management mechanism. The first problem with
this approach has already been encountered. System obsolescence occurs when
formats change even if the basic data relationships remain the same. The
existing system, for example, became obsolete the day the revised DoD
Selected Acquisition Report directive was published. A more fundamental
problem with this design philosophy is that itdoes nothing to reduce data or
procedural redundancy. AFSC is currently redesigning the system to
accommodate such requirements and changes. This effort includes designing
software to prepare Defense Acquisition Executive Summaries. (13:--) A
desin philosophy which reflects the importance of information management
within the context of status reporting would reduce data redundancy and could
reduce procedural redundancy.
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tasks are to define ,1he data erernent, ldentify toe reitonshiS 5rn" fl&:'
and specif t the ownership of ebch. A single (probably relatlorndl. dafn ei-s
could then be constructed in which each data element appears oniy one.. In Uc,
case of status reporting, many of the relationships (ihng:r.ges) i onsist f th-.

same informatiun appear;ny ;n severai reports. Recall Uhai. e ofi tre i'u .
of the review process is to insure thot this, in fact, hrppens. The reromrp' e
relationships ctn be specified using strandard algorithms- .many of which ,hKY.
already Leen developed for Selected Acquwsitilon Repu-!ds. T he protouuib w,
system such as this would consist at specifyin who, based on ow.v. -,.
could change each data element at oy tie Contrast this r!h the prvi., o'
in the automated Selected Acqtodfi!ion RPoor. sy!stem which specify whto r
ibility to change Y!i e/rs ents osse. to eo h rorizf.io;,Ii 6miq
illustrate what this desigi philosophy entails and some t the advanage.(.
consider the following exnarples

The first example is the treatment of contractor performance informatio.
This information appears in 9very status report 4ut would appear orlq once i

the proposed stotus reporting data base. More importantly, onl the'progrcm
manager Iowns" this data; therefore, oniy the program manager should have the
abilit to change it. Currently, this is not the case. Another example is the
cos tfo execute the directed program. There is no wag to show the program
manager's cost estimate at all in the Selected Acquisition and Unit Cost
Reports. At least one program manager does use the Defense Acquisition
Executive Summaru to compare his cost estimate to the approved funding
(Appendix D?. To see the importance of mankinq this kind of comparison n
feature of the system, consider the example provided by funding (vice cost) no
q4i ntity Information

Again, this Information appears iv' every status report -- explicity in the
Selected Acquisition Report and Defm;,,se Acquisition Executive Summary and
Imp'icitlq Ir uW! o.ost reporig---vit need appear in the dOta base only oo' -

This Infolmation, however does noi belong to the Program mrnaoer in (tt '
ar she does not make the ffnal decisinn on whet eit: 'r Will be. Wy not speciu
that dain ownnr?hip be outsid, the program office? The .ropnIzet'o7.0
network ff.r doing this already exists. Everj major program h-,_-Ms n Pro-u,,irn
element monitor ct HQ USAF. The program element' moitor 'Tulj ta
reso --,b f uiafln q and esmorated d fnnt.t. io.,, 1,n ... . .
eleer. -,nnor w uld be eilowed to cheangt, tnos 4 cjtf 2Iornwo; on ,h d e
base T9o immediate benefits would ocn"s i,. te 3 ' p s'm

jroa,,c;2Ti 'el f 'oul d be 'rnwovyed byi nccei et;n&ing t t#f >fn riwt'On '
stts L IF ci qum ilt and ?uiw~ing 'V ,ot rtie -vhtilch r'1 'd

Stn'WS~c.. rted, 4cj'"~~ tf t704pr ssu j
usually inrlu*es most (all, if possib!e) of theSMIn-ed Ar4o',siton, Rap."
programs, I-king conrtoticn a lenothy proc?,s, Frr 3 ;.un
not availbl'n when -e-tired for sOme orogro'ms because of last minute
raclslons. ho procedure !ugqested here would uncouple the information on

Iniormotiw..,, m ror The routine ones. The secnnd ber'elit is rj-tualu Oil
t' i(re4! A mecP-,nism w',h rpora i flow W~ fcnlnk n

r~nn i I f, ind of th-: resot-r , &Ilocntlo( u;tCLs
,q., t i 'f C',1oQI ) could O&sn bp used ro 4rrler.l o tip 1%of I.,t

a,--I
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Information throughout the process. Further if quantity/funding Information
(owned and updated by HO USAF) and quantity/cost Information (owned and
updated b the program manager) were in the some data base, the players could
converge toward the validated program content/funding "match" mantioned
earlier. That Is, a system specifically designed to manage information
ultimately leads to better-informed decisions-

Once the Integrated data base is designed and the ownership/procedural
issues are resolved, all that remains is data retrieval (to include report

neration). Note that producing Selected Acquisition Reports, Defense
cquisition Executive Summaries, and Unit Cost Reports are natural outgrowths

of managing the flow of status Information. In fact, focusing on managing the
information vice producing the reports presents further opportunities for
streamlining the overall status reporting process. Recall that every report is
produced by the program office and goes though essentially the same review
and approval sequence. An alternative to this, given an integrated data base, is
to have the program office generate a single report--one which encompasses
every data element. This report would be the vehicle used to obtain the
program managers validation of the information prior to the review and
approval cycle. This same report would then be the subject of the review and
approval cycle itself. Its approval would signify that the information in the
data base is valid, and the Selected Acquisition Reports, Defense Acquisition
Executive Summaries, and Unit Cost Reports could be centrally produced. The
process would be more efficient by virtue of the fact that each piece of
information would be reviewed only once. The quality of the information which
the Air Force submits to OSD and Congress would be improved because the
possibility of inconsistency among the reports would be removed.

SUMMARY

The discrete proposals presented in this report were categorized as being
related to either quality of information" or "efficiency" issues. Clearly, this
is an artificial distinction. The proposal for improving the overall efficiency
encompasses the "supply function" issues which were highlighted throughout
the report. Equally obvious is the fact that, because the acquisition process
and the resource allocation process interact, the issues are not confined to the
status reporting arena--nor were the proposals. They were segregated to
reinforce the notion that status reporting systems exist to improve the quality
of decisions by improving the quality of information provided to decision
makers. The quality of information fssues were then woven back into the
efficiency issue to emphasize the fact that quality is the driving factor--not
efficiency. Automating reports will improve efficfency; managing information
will Improve the process.
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REPORT AS OF: 30 Sei '4

UNIT COST REPORT

PROGRAM: Navstar GPS

2. Contractor: Rockwell International/Collins Type: FPIF
Contract Title: User Equipment FSD
Contract Number: F04701-79-C-0083
Contractor's Estimated Price at Completion: $87.7M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $83.3M

Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)
Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values

(31 Oct 82) _ (31 Jul 84) Change Change

CV $-11.3 -22.9% N/A N/A $-15.2 -22.3% $-3.9 +0.6% N/A N/A
SV $-4.3 -8.0% N/A N/A $-2.0 -2.9% $+2.3 +5.1% N/A N/A

Cost Variance:

The functional category of engineering is primarily responsible for the low
cost efficiency cumulative negative cost variance.

Impact to program: Contract will go over ceiling; however, Government
liability is limited to ceiling. No increase in funds required.

Schedule Variance:

Schedule variance improved. The schedule efficiency was favorably affected
by the final performance claim on several of the Antenna Component cost
accounts.

Impact io Program: None

3. Contractor: Magnavox Type: FPIF
Contract Title: User Equipment FSD
Contract Number: F04701-79-C-0085
Contractor's Estimated Price at Completion: $83.4M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $93.2M

Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)
Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values

(31 Oct 82) (31 Jul 84) Change Chan e

CV $-0.4 -0.7% N/A N/A $-7.8 -9.1% $-7.4 -8.41 N/A N/A
SV $-1.3 -2.1% N/A N/A $-3.0 -3.5T $-1.7 -1.4T N/A N/A
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REPORT AS OF: 30 Sep F,

UNIT COST REPORT

PROGRAM: Navstar GPS

C. UNIT COST CHANGES

None.

D. TECHNICAL AND/OR SCHEDULE CHANGES

None.

E. CONTRACT INFORMATION (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

1. Contractor: Rockwell International/Seal Beach Type: FPIF
Contract Title: QTV Satellite 12
Contract Number: F04701-78-C-0153
Contractor's Estimated Price at Completion: $164.OM
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $136.9M

Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-.a) (c-h)
Bas2line SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values

(31 Oct 82) (31Jul 84) Change Cha

CV $-7.7 -12.2% N/A N/A $-22.5 -19.7% $-14.8 -7.5% N/ NiA
SV $-4.7 -6.9% N/A N/A $-3.3 -2.91 $+1.4 +4.0% N/ N/A

CV = Cumulative Cost Variance SV = Cumulative Schedule Variance

(+) = Favorable (-) Unfavorable

Cost Variance:

The cumulative cost variance of ($22.5M) is primarily due to the late tc
deliveries from Autonetic Strategic Systems Division (ASSD) and the
reschedulinq of vehicle acceptance testing milestones caused by thnse !e*e
box deliveries.

Impact to program: Contract will go to ceiling. Contract is funded to
ceiling so no increase in funding is required.

Schedule Variance:

T"e cumulptlve schedule variance of ($3.3M) is primarily due to the late
delivery of the ASSD boxes (approximately 10 months late).

Impact to program: None.

2
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REPORT AS OF: 30 Sep 84

UNIT COST REPORT

PROGRAM: Navstar GPS

A. PROGRAM ACQUISITION UNIT COSTS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

31 Dec 82 Current Current
Baseline Estimate Change

Total Quantity 40 40 0
Total Cost in Then-Year $ 2,481.9 2,585.1 +103.2
Program Unit Cost in Then-Year $ 62.0 64.6 +2.6

Then-Year $ Percentage Change In Unit Cost +4.19%

Total Cost in Constant FY79 $ 1,667.6 1,772.2 +104.6
Program Unit Cost in Constant FY79 $ 41.7 44.3 +2.6

Constant FY79 $ Percentage Change In Unit Cost +6.23%

B. CURRENT FY84 PROCUREMENT UNIT COSTS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

31 Dec 82 Current Current
Baseline Estimate Change

FY84 Procurement Quantity 1 1 0
FY84 Procurement Cost in
Then-Year $ 238.6 256.1 +17.5
Less Adv Proc 205.2 217.6 -12.4
Plus Adv Proc 4.3 4.7 +0.4
TOTAL 37.7 43.2 +5.5

Procurement Unit Cost in Then-Year $ 37.7 43.2 +5.5

Then-Year $ Percentage Change In Unit Cost +14.59%

FY84 Procurement Cost in
Constant FY79 $ 142.7 153.2 +10.5
Less Adv Proc 122.7 130.1 -7.4
Plus Adv Proc 2.7 3.0 +0.3

TOTAL 22.7 26.1 +3.4

iProcurement Unit Cost in Constant FY79 $ 22.7 26.1 +3.4

Constant FY79 $ Percentage Change In Unit Cost +14.98%

1 APPENDIX B
47.



7000.3 (Att t to Fncb j

(CLASSIFICATION) SFX-IOOA, December 31, 1984

ADDENDUM (FOR DoD USE ONLY)

13. Cost-Quantity Information:

a. Baseline (Type)--Development Estimate

b. End [tem- -Spaceframe 'When appicable. baselinecost-quantitv
information should be reported for each maw Jr end item of equipment rppresented

C. Cost-Quantity Relationship (Type)--Log-Linear Cumulative
Ave rage

,1. FLrst Unit Cost--$S0 m.tion

e. Slope--S5%, B = -0.23146S

f. Tabular Data--Spaceframe costs are based on the same
cost-quantity relationship as the R&D prototypes, except that
the calculation assumes three rather than four prototype
units to account for the effects of the production break
between R&D and production.

Fiscal QFlyaway Cost (BY S in Millions) Plot Point
Year QuaNonrecurring* Recurring (X-Axis)

1987 10 N/A 720.9 10

1988 20 N/A 1111.9 30

1989 40 N/A 1823.8 70

1990 40 N/A 1590.6 110

1991 40 N/A 1460.9 150

Total 150 N/A 6708.1 N/A

*.4lthough not shown in this example. most programs u,ill contain nonrecurring flyaway

co-,ts.such as rate tooling.

CLASS[FI('A T[OV
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S Con-tr-act.Informiation: (Dollars in Millions)

Current Contract PWs Est Prbce
picet rame" T'aret. Pr ice tv At Complercon

Space Vehicle Co., Star City, CA,
F99000-32-:-SSSS, FPIF, $2300.0 -1.0 $2600.0

Cost Variance Schedule Variance
Prev i-,i Cumuilat i e 'ariances $-50.0 T 135.0

m ,mu :Ir f.: 'a: 1 S o [,Ite ( 1 /30/981) -5S.0 $-3; "
',,"J -- t ,eS0 - 2.0

, in . , F Cha n-e The Space Vehicle Company's urniavorable
, .- i e t i increased .oo ling costs because of a change -

. . necessary to but I A the ,.eh i c e, increased over ei,
i IA'. t[ s i Ss in the c,)mmerciaL business base, and increased

- 2r.'.lq !.~i;:i costs due to unanticipated problems in the design
pha,e .c the wi ng configuration. The unfavorable schedule variance is
due Ic the late start of sheet metal and conventional machine tool
fabrication relating to engineering CDR requirements. The schedule
variance has no impact on the contract. The program manager's
as,;essmenr remains at the ceiling price and is within approved funding.

Current Contract PM's Est Price
EngIn_ Target Price Qtv At Completion

Space Engine Co., Space City, CA,
- 0K 2 - Z- S 5S 6, FPIF, $824.0 24.0 $902.0
J~lv t, 1982

Cost Variance Schedule Variance
Previous Cumulative Variances $-3.4 $-4.0
Cumulative Variances To Date (11/30/84) $-4.0 $-28.0

Net Change 0.6 S-4.0

Explanation of Change: Late delivery of hardware items has caused
an unfavorable schedule variance at Space Engine Company. Receipt of
hardware and operation of the core engine rig are expected to improve
the overall schedale position. Cost variance is not significant. The
program manager's assessment remains at the ceiling price due to
technical risk and is within approved funding.

r roc;.re ne t.' .Applicabh'

4
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7000.3 (Att I to Encl 3)

(CLASSIFICATION) SFX-100A, December 31, 19.84

10. Cost Variance Analysis (Cont'd):
(Dollars in Millions)

Base-Year $ Then-Year_

o Engineering changes applicable (-13.8) (-26.2)
to 10 starfighters since baseline.
(Engineering)

o Estimating changes applicable to (-20.8) (-39.5)
10 aircraft since baseline. (Schedule)

o Initial spares for deleted 10 (-28.4) (-50.-)
starfighters. (Support)

Schedule acceleration from 35 to -127.2
10 starfighters per year to meet
earlier [OC. (Schedule)

(3) MILCON

Revised Jan 8S economic escalation N/A +4.3
rates. (Economic)

c. References--SDDM, dated January 30, 1982, subject "SFX-99A Full-
Scale Development Approval."

I. Program Acquisition Unit Cost (PAUC) History:

a. Initial SAR Estimate to Current Baseline Estimate

PAUC Changes (Then-Year Dollars in Millions) PAUC
(Initial (Dev

SAR Est) Econ Qty Sch Eng Est Spt Other Total Estimate)

104.0 -18.1 +4.1 +5.3 +3.1 +3.0 + 1.3 +34.9 138.9

b. Current Baseline Estimate to Current Estimate

PAUC Changes (Then-Year Dollars in Millions) PAUC
(Dev (Current

Estimate) Econ Qty Sch Eng Est Spt Other Total Estimate)

1389 +37 -26 i *68 i *3.4 + 44 +08 +16.5 1554

CLASSIFICATION)
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10. Cost Variance Analysis (Cont'd):

(FY 1984 Constant Dollars (Base Year) it-, HMLions)

RDT&E PROC MILC ON TOTA!L

Development Estimate 3200.0 11751.4 250.0 152 4
. Previous Changes:

Quantity + 10246 + 1024&
Schedu!e +5.0 - - + 5 C

Engineering + 11.3 + 296.2 +500 +3575
Estimating -2.7 + 443.7 4- 144 C
Other +09 + 0
Stjpport - + 70.5 + 35.0 + 105 5

Subtotal + 14 5 + 1835.0 +850 1934
Current Chauges

Quantity -511 3 511 3
Scheduie

Engineering - -13 8 -13 S
Estimating + 16.0 -20.8 -48
Other
Support - -28.4 -28.4

Subtotal + 16.0 -574.3 - -558.3
Total Changes + 30.5 + 1260.7 +85.0 + 1376 2
-urrent Estimate 3230.5 13012.1 335.0 16577 6

b. Current Change Explanations--TabulateSARvariance ategorte.sand
sOociated hc e year and then -year costs under a specific reason for change. such as

cozg rs:,;L(nai uctiuns and threat changes.)

(Dollars in Millions)
Base-Year $ Then-Year T

(1) RDT&E

Revised Jan 85 economic escalation N/A (1
rates. (Economic)

Congressional direction to demon- +16.0 +1.,
srrate low altitude attack capabil-
ity. (Estimating)

(2) Procurement

Revised Jan 35 economic escalation N/A +20_l.>
rates. (Economic)

Ped-ICLL0n oF I wing to meet revised -574.
tarftghter ,-in force structure.

O10nt it -

(C'L A-\ , FtC.TION,,
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7000.3 (Att I to Lncl 3)

,CLASSIFICATION) SFX-100A, December 31, 1984

9. Program Acquisition/Current Procurement Unit Cost Summary:(Current
(Then-Year) Dollars in Millions)

Current Year Bud.qetYear
SAR Current UCR Baseline UCR Baseline
Estimate Estimate Estimate

a. Program Acquisition--
(1) Cost 25483.3 23004.9 25483.3

(2) Quantity t64 1S4 164

(3) Unit Cost 155.4 119.4 155.4

b. Current Procurement-- (FY 1985) (FY 1985) (FY t986)
(1) Cost N/A N/A N/.k

Less CY Adv Proc N/A N/A N/A
Plus PY Adv Proc N/A N/A N/A
Net rotal /A NFA N7

(2) Quantity N/A N/A N/A

(3) Unit Cost N/A N/A N/A

10. Cost Variance Analysis:

a. Summary--(Current (Then-Year) Dollars in Millions)

RDT&E PROC MILCON TOTAL

Development Estimate 3479.7 17569.0 340.1 213888
Previous Changes1

Economic + 13,2 +374.8 +6.8 +394.8
Quantity -+ 1935.1 - + 1935.1
Schedule + 17.9 + 1203.0 +21.4 + 1242.3
Engineering o 12.3 +495.2 +73.6 +581.1
Estimating -2.3 +741.8 - +739.5
Other + 1.3 - - + 1.3
Support + 124.7 + 52.8 + 177.5

Subtotal +42.4 +4874.6 - 154.6 + 5071.6
Current Changes-

Economic + 3.0 + 205.8 + 4.3 + 213.1
Quant. ty - -964.9 - -9649
Schedule -127.2 - -1272
Engineering -26.2 - -262
Estimating + 185 -39 5 - -21 0
Other
Support -50 9 - -50 9

Subtotal +21 S 0029 +4 3 977 1
Total Changes -63 9 .3871 7 p158 9 4094 5
Current Estimate 3543 6 21440 7 4990 25483 3

('L.A SS[F[( I TON.,
41
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Program Acquisition Cost (COrIt') .' 'Q

F :.Ca [ Year Q a i l ' ; ?,, ,ft [. . "i- '
I I IPeTr L cI7 r -

Approprtarion: r, 1, -efie n

CurrentFPrior Year

uGerc Yea r -.-- )

B.alrc o t 70 265' " 2638

J) 2 0 2 4 )
(20 .. 65 ) (348 ) .U. 8

(i'J) t,-QO 4 35860J (579i 4) Kc3

Bala1Lce to Comptete 90 57470 10176.9 N/A

Subtotal 160 13012.1 21440.7 N/A

Appropriation: '4ILCON

rr -t'Prior Years - N/A

Btlvt 't Year (1986)--
Balance of FYDP 3350 4990 N/A

.. ~ -t Yer9 [8687I490)/

(1988) - (120 0) (171.8) 3.8
_-(to1 9 g) - (2150) (327.2) 3.7

Balance po ipiete N/A

*, 3 t et 335 0 499.0 N/A

1,. 164 16577 6 25483 N /

.-.. :::, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i" t i,.t r, ','.)," ' r ir' ,, t<lf" irt tt n uozn <) ec. [,p.l, v ,'01i epa r(tel v
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7000.3 (Att I to En c 3)

CLASSIFICATION) SFX-100A, December 31, 1984

7. Technical/Operational Characteristics:

Development Demonstrated Current
a. Technical Estimate Performance Estimate

Maintainability
(Manhours/Flying Hr) 3.0 N/A 3.0

Full Mission Capable Rate (%) 85 N/A 8S
Sustained Load Factor @ 75K Ft 4.0 N/A 4.0

b. Operational

Takeoff Climb Gradient
(Single Engine, S) 5.0 N/A S .0

Rate of Climb LOOK Ft (FPM) 4000 N/A 3900(Ch-1)
Speed @ 1OOK Ft (Knots) 3500 N/A 3400(Ch- )

c. ExpLanation of Changes--(Ch-1) CDR was completed in Dec 84.
Modet calculations have concluded that the rate of climb has degraded
because air vehicle gross weight has increased by 1000 pounds.

(Ch-2) Same as Ch-1.

d. References- -SDDM, dated January 30, L982, subject "SFX-99A Full-
c7ale Development Approval."

8. Program Acquisition Cost: (Current Estimate in Millions of Dollars)

Fiscal Year FY 1984 Current Escalation
Quantity Constant

Period Qu(Base-Year) $ (Then-Year)$ Rate (0)

Appropriation: RDT&E

Current Prior Years 2078.1 2166.8 N/A

3udget Year (1986) 7944 9279 4.6

'3iljnce of FYDP 3580 4489 N/A

I'),7) (328.0) (409.0) 43
L 9 ) (300) (39 9) 4,0

S198g9) ) ____ ________

to :cmplete N,.A

.' ;t- i0 32305 354336

(.LASS [F[C.A TION'
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S("LASS[FiUATIONj S FX 0(iA Deccmb t r

- Program Highlights (Since Last Reportj: The critical design review
)R) for the spaceframe has slipped 3 months from September to DeceCmber
84 because anticipated engineering data was delayed due to design

problemq involvingthe space engine thrust ratios. This will resu.It in
a 3-month delay in the DSARC [ilA milestone and in attaining first
flight of the full-scale development (FSD) hardware. No impact cri thc
initial operating capability (lOC) is expected.

During this period, source selection for the space avionics rep ir
shop was completed. Space Vehicle Company was awarded a fixed price
incentive firm contract on October 19, [984.

* SF(-!00A operational test and evaluation (OT&E) is in the planri,'
* phase. Act:ve testing will begin with delivery of the third R&D mo,:c e

the primary avionics test bed. Test and evaluatton accomp1ishmrite rr'
Far have provided limited data applicable to OTE suitability
;)jeCt Ive S .

The SFX- I0OA system is expected to satify the mission requtrern_-iu

6. Schedule:
Development Current

' a. Milestones Estimate Estimate

Program Initiated Jun 77 Jun 77
DSARC I Oct 78 Oct 78
DSARC IF Jan 82 Jan 82
FSD Contract Award Mar 82 Mar 82
Critical Design Review Sep 84 Dec 84 (Ch-l)
First Flight (FSD Hardware) Oct 85 Jan 85 (Ch-2)
DSARC [[IA (Limited Prod) Jan 8S Apr 85 (Ch-3)
First Prod S/C Delivery Sep 87 Sep 87
DSARC IlIB (Full Rate Prod) Oct 86 Oct 87
IOC (1st Wing Deployed) Dec 87 Dec 87

b. Explanation of Changes

(Ch--l) The CDR was completed in Dec 84. This delay was due t
insv.f!'icient engineering data being available as planned.

(Ch-2) First flight of the FSD hardware was rescheduled to W g5
because of the delay in the CDR.

(Ch-3) DSARC ilIA was rescheduled to Mar 3S to accommodate the
Dec DR completion.

C iteferenes--,D, Aated Jan,,uarv 30, 19?2 8 i(hject SF "
o I',' , l men t \i; , r tI I

('[.. [F[ .\ ['[O-,2

* 3-1-2



7000.3 (ALt Ito En c

- (CLASSIFICATION)

SELECTED ACQUISITION REPORT (RCS: DD-COMP(Q&A)823)
PROGRA.M: (Preferred Name, for excample, SFX-100A)

AS OF DATE: (Date, for example,
December 31, 1984)

[NDEX

*SUBJECT PAGE

Cover Sheet (n~orMaitL(Dr,
Program Highlights 2

-~Schedule 2
oTechnical/Operational Characteristics 3
*Program Acquisition Cost 3
*Unit Cost Summary S

Cost Variance Analysis S
Program Acquisition Unit Cost History 7
Contract Informat ion 8

1. Designation and Nomenclature (Popular Name): SFX-10OA/Advanced
* Starfighter (Athena)

2. DoD Component: U.S. Air Force

3. Responsible Office and Telephone Number:

*Starfighter Program Office PM: Col B. Rogers
Aeronautical Systems Division Assigned: June 1. 1982
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH AUTOVON 555-7827

*4. Program Elements:

RDT&E: 64999F, 64000F6
PROCUREMENT: 27999F

r)(iV~>(.\!)N( .\'T~t~T1N~ THl.S PAGE IS UX 'LASSIFIED)

('LASSI[FICA TION) Appendix A
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REPORT AS OF: 30 Sep 8!

UNIT COST REPORT

PROGRAM: Navstar GPS

Cost Variance:

Cumulative negative cost variance increased. Unplanned expenditures for
resolution of Receiver Processor hardware and software deficiencies,
documentation for requirements of the Integrated Logistics Support, and
resolution of Preliminary Service Report Record field test discrepancies
(Contractor Deficiency Reports) have contributed to the cost variance.

Impact to Program: Contract has gone over ceiling; however, Governmemt
liability is limited to ceiling. No increase in funds required.

Schedule Variance:

Cumulative negative schedule variance increased. The contractor is
presently concentrating his resources on supporting the field test phase of
Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E).

Impact to Program: The contractor's ability to complete IOT&E during the
current and available test windows is a continuing concern of the
government. The contractor has prioritized his efforts to ensure his
ability to demonstrate maximum User Equipment capabilities on the primary
and secondary host vehicles.

F.CONTRACTS EXCEEDING THRESHOLDS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

None.

50
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REPORT AS OF: 30 Sep 84

UNIT COST REPORT
PROGRAM: PEACEKEEPER

A. PROGRAM ACQUISITION UNIT COSTS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

30 Jun 83 Current Current

Baseline Estimate 1/ Change

Total Quantity 243 243

Total Cost in Then-Year $ 21680.2 21515.7 (164.5)

Program Unit Cost in Then-Year $ 89.2 88.5 (0.7)

Then-Year $ Percentage Change in Unit Cost (0.78)

Total Cost in Constant FY 82 $ 16634.9 16545.6 (89.3)

Program Unit Cost in Constant FY 82 $ 68.5 68.1 (0.4)

Constant FY 82 $ Percentage Change in Unit Cost (0.58)

B. CURRENT FY 84 PROCUREMENT UNIT COSTS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)

30 Jun 83 Current Current

Baseline Estimate Change

FY 84 Procurement Quantity 27 21 (6)

FY 84 Procurement Cost in
Then-Year $ 2536.0 2157.4 (378.6)

Less Adv Proc - -

Plus Adv Proc - - -

TOTAL 2536.0 2157.4 (378.6)

Procurement Unit Cost in Then-Year $ 93.9 102.7 8.8

Then-Year $ Percentage Change in Unit Cost 9.37

FY 84 Procurement Cost in
Constant FY 82 $ 2041.9 1735.6 (306.3)
Less Adv Proc - -

Plus Adv Proc - - -

TOTAL 2041.9 1735.6 (306.3)

Procurement Unit Cost in Constant FY 82 $ 75.6 82.6 7.0

Constant FY 82 $ Percentage Change in Unit Cost 9.26

C. UNIT COST CHANGES

Current changes: There have been no changes since the 30 Jun 84 report.

Previous changes:
Program Acquisition Unit Costs have decreased slightly due to reduced costs in the deve-

lopment and military construction areas.

Current FY 84 Procurement Unit Costs have increased due to the buy quantity reduction

from 27 to 21 units.

1/Current estimate is based on Peacekeeper Program Baseline (13 Feb 84).

51
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D. TECHNICAL AND/OR SCHEDULE QIANGES

There have been no changes since the 30 Jun 84 report.

E. CONTRACT INFORMATION (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS) 1/

I. Contractor: Boeing TYPE: CPIFiAF

Contract Title: Basing Operational Support Equipment

Contract Number: F04704-83-C-0047
Contractor Estimated Price at Completion: $578.M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $175.2M

Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)

Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values Change Change
As of 30 Apr 84 As of N/A As of 31 Jul 84 $ % $ %

CV $ -7.2 - 7.0% N/A $ -2.6 - 1.5% +4.6 +5.5 N/A

SV $ -9.3 - 8.3% N/A $ -7.1 - 4.0% +2.2 +4.3 N/A

(CV - Cumulative Cost Variance) (SV - Cumulative Schedule Variance)

+ - favorable - - unfavorable

(Cum Cost Variance - BCWP - ACWP) (Cost Variance % - CV )
BCWP

(Cum Schedule Variance - BCWP - BCWS) (Schedule Variance % - SV )
BCWS

The schedule and cost variances have Improved due to the completion of detailed planning,

resulting in the measurement of work performance at a lower and more accurate work breakdown

structure level.

2. Contractor: Rockwell International (Autonetics) TYPE: CPIF
Contract Title: Guidance and Control Follow-on

Contract Number: F04704-82-C-0020
Contractor Estimated Price at Completion: $487.8M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $122.5M

Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)

Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values Change Change

As of 31 May 83 As of N/A As of 31 Jul 84 $ % %

CV S -0.4 - 1.6% N/A $ +1.5 + 1.2% $ +1.9 +2.8 N/A

SV S -0.5 - 2.0% N/A $-13.0 - 9.5% $-12.5 -7.5 N/A

7he cost variance has improved due to lower overhead rates and favorable year-end (fiscal)
Ajustment to overhead costs. The schedule variance has deteriorated due to late receipt of

missile electronic computer assembly test station and staging connector material, late

e eipt of the auxiliary processor test station, rework problems with printed circuit boards,
late engineering materials, late development of the automated sample data instrumentation

system, and late development and material deliveries of factory support equipment.

52Ii
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3. Contractor: Northrop Electronics Division TYPE: CPIF
Contract Title: Inertial Measurement Unit
Contract Number: F04704-83-C-0023
Contractor Estimated Price at Completion: $433.8M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $139.0M
Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)
Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values Change Change

As of 31 Jan 84 As of N/A As of 31 Jul 84 $ % %

CV $- 0.5 - 0.7% N/A $+ 1.8 + 1.3% + 2.3 + 2.0 N/A

* SV $- 5.8 - 7.7% N/A $-12.0 - 7.8% - 6.2 - 0.1 N/A

The cost variance has improved due to favorable overhead rates, circuit board assemblies that
are costing less than planned, lower costs of level of effort tasks in support of inertial
measurement unit subassembly, and accounting adjustments related to the implementation of a
new automated cost/schedule data tracking system. The schedule variance has deteriorated due
to technical problems delaying release of engineering documentation, part shortages, and a
large number of engineering changes driven by manufacturing process deficiencies.

4. Contractor: Morton Thiokol TYPE: CPIF
Contract Title: Stage I, Follow-on
Contract Number: F04704-83-C-0001
Contractor Estimated Price at Completion: $308.8M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $86.5M
Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)
Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values Change Change

As of 30 Nov 83 As of N/A As of 31 Jul 84 $ % $ %

CV $+ 0.7 + 1.9% N/A $+ 4.7 + 5.2% + 4.0 + 3.3 N/A

SV S- 5.2 -12.1% N/A $- 9.6 - 9.5% - 4.4 + 2.6 N/A

The improvement in cost variance is due to underruns in support areas as well as favorable
price variances in nozzle materials and case winding. The schedule variance has deteriorated
reflecting slow contract start up and delays in material receipt and subcontract effort.
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5. Contractor: Rockwell International (Rocketdyne) TYPE: FPIF/CPIF
Contract Title: Stage IV, Follow-on
Contract Number: F04704-83-C-0004
Contractor Estimated Price at Completion: $300.5M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $94.3M

Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)

Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values Change Change

As of 31 Jul 84 As of N/A As of 31 Jul 84 $ % $ %

CV $- 2.9 - 3.2% N/A $- 2.9 - 3.2% - -- N/A

SV $-6.6 - 6.7% N/A $- 6.6 - 6.7% .. .. N/A

This is the first report on this contract. The unfavorable schedule variance is due to late
vendor deliveries and prototype testing of propellant storage assemblies (PSA). The
unfavorable cost variance is due to additional labor for quality assurance and manufacturi.ig
of the PSA, and additional fabrication efforts on plexiglass tank, tooling, mockups, and
frames.

6. Contractor: AVCO TYPE: FPIF
Contract Title: Reentry Vehicle Program
Contract Number: F04704-82-C-0010
Contractcr Estimated Price at Completion: $250.6M
Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) to Date: $128.5M
Variances:

(a) (b) (c) (c-a) (c-b)
." Baseline SAR Values Values as of Last UCER Current Values Change Change

As of 31 Jul 84 As of N/A As of 31 Jul 84 $ % $

CV S-5.9 -4.8% N/A $- 5.9 -4.8% - -- N/A

SV $- 6.0 - 4.7% N/A $- 6.0 - 4.7% - - N/A

This is the first report on this contract. The unfavorable schedule variance is due to the
late deliveries of composites and rear covers, rework of printed wiring boards, slipped deli-
veries of aft fairing heat shields, and late receipt of spin generators. The unfavorable
cost variance is due to higher manufacturing overhead rates, greater-than-planned costs for
build up and test of flight test missile six instrumented reentry vehicles, antenna test
failures, rework costs for printed wiring boards, and overruns for composite design activi-
ties.

I/ Top 6 contracts based on Target Price as reported in block 8 of the Supplemental
Contractor Cost Information (format 3, Defense Acquisition Executive Summary)

F. CONTRACTS EXCEEDING THRESHOLDS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS)
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DEFENSE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROGRAM: Navstar GPS AS OF: Sep 30, 1984

PROGRAM COST ESTIMATES
($ in MILLIONS)

Independent Program Manager's
Cost Estimate Cost Estimate

Estimate Date . 821104 840930

RDT&E Constant-FY $: 926.3 1102.6
Then-Year $: 1172.5 1390.1

Quantity : 12 12

Procurement Constant-FY $: 631.8 665.0
Then-Year $: 1134.2 1187.7

Quantity : 28 28

MAJOR END ITEM DELIVERIES

RDT&E PROCUREMENT
CUM CUM

ACTUAL CUM ACTUAL ACTUAL CUM ACTUAL
PAST FYs PLANNED or CE PLANNED or CE PLANNED or CE PLANNED or CE

FY78 3 3 3 3
FY79 1 1 4 4
FY80 2 2 6 6
FY82 1 1 7 7
FY83 1 1 8 8

CLI :k.rT FY

Ist Qtr
2nd Qtr 1 1 9 9
3rd Qtr 1 1 10 10
4th Qtr

NEXT FY

1st Qtr
2nd CQtr 1 1 11 11
3rd Qtr
4th Qtr I 1 !2 12

FUTUR[ FYs

F 80 7 7 7 7
FY87 9 9 16 16
FYF8 9 9 25 25
FYFG 3 3 28 28

Navstar (,PS, Format 6, paroe 15.
7-1



DEFENSE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

N'..cAM: Ndvstar GPS AS OF: Sep 30, 198,

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

I, i sCATOR ASSESSMENT

)v~r-aM Sveu~ Perfunance S

Oput.,atioral/Technical Characteristics

(0'. e~ r'* .i

i. 3-P Pnsition Accuracy of User Equipment Spherical
Error Probable (SEP) S

. Block. 1 Satellite Mean Mission Duration S
System Availability S

. fnti-Jam Margin User Equipment While Signal Tracking S
.ime Required to Change Degradation Level of Clear
Acquisitinn Signal S

lechnica1

1. Expected Ground Power (End of Life) S
Cesiuim Clock Stability S
Time Transfer (Universal Coordinated Time) S
User Equipment Reliability Mean Time Between
Ma intenance S
User Fquipment Maintainability Manhours to Repair S

' .! . S

M

S

S

V S
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DEFENSE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROGRAM SCHEDULE MILESTONES

PROGRAM: Navstar GPS AS OF: Sep 30, 1984

(1) (2) (3)
Initial Current

Milestones Plan Estimate

1. PROGRAM MILESTONES
a. Space Segment First Launch Ready Satellite 0485 0886

b. Control Segment Operational Control Segment (FOC) 1187 1187

c. User Segment Begin DT&E/IOT&E 0183 0884
Complete DT&E/IOT&E 0883 1284
First Production Contract Awards 0184 0185

d. Program DSARC IIl 0983 0185
Three Dimensional Capability 1287 1288

2. RDT&E CONTRACT MILESTONES
a. IBM

F04701-80-C-0011
Operational Control Segment (FOC) 1187 1187

b. Rockwell International/Collins
F04701-79-C-0083

Begin DT&E/IOT&E 0183 0884
Complete DT&E/IOT&E 0883 1284

c. Magnavox
F04701-79-C-0085

Begin DT&E/IOT&E 0183 0884
Complete DT&E/IOT&E 0883 1284

3. RDT&E NONCONTRACT MILESTONES
DSARC Il1 0983 0185

4. PROCUREMENT CONTRACT MILESTONES
a. Rockwell International

F04701-83-C-0031
First Launch Ready Satellite 0485 0886
Three Dimensional Capability 1287 1288

5. PROCUREMENT NONCONTRACT MILESTONES
First Production Contract Awards
For User Equipment 0184 0185

Navstar GPS, Format 4, page 11.
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Cost Variance

Cumulative negative cost variance increased. Unplanned expenditures for
resolution of Receiver Processor hardware and software deficiencies,
documentation for requirements of the Integrated Logistics Support, and
resolution of Preliminary Service Report Record field test discrepancies
(Contractor Deficiency Reports) have contributed to the cost variance.

Impact to program: Contract has gone over ceiling; however, Government
liability is limited to ceiling. No increase in funds required.

Over Target Baseline:

A performance measurement baseline in excess of cost of authorized work was
approved on 24 Sep 82. This change was approved by Mr. Charles R. Willett,
Contracting Officer, Directorate of Space Navigation Systems Contracts. This
was the first change to the baseline in excess of target cost. The baseline
change involved adding budget to eliminate the cost variance, rescheduling the
remaining work to eliminate the schedule variance, and adding additional budget
to complete the remaining work. The effect on the Cost Performance Report was
to eliminate both the existing cost and schedule variances. Increase in total
allocated budget due to $0.6M ECP put on contract for Flexible Modular Interface
and User changes study effort.

Siqnificant Effort Completion Data:

Estimated date of completion for IOT&E slipped due to technical problems:
Contractors underscoped complexity of effort; hardware/software development and
integration problems; inplant/field testing, support equipment, and
documentation delays.

Proor.im Manager's Estirioted Cost:

LAC increased due to an evaluation by the Project Office working with the DCAS
contract monitor based on the contractor's prior cumulative efficiency index.

Estimated Completion Date:

Contract Md e,.tends contract.

N'TF: Formulas for converting cost performance data to price performance data
ai re

Cur BPW - AP,WP X ECWP

Cuflr BV ', - APWP Y RCWS
-'7.
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PROGRA M 1. DE.MTFICAI1ON . PROGRAM PHASE
User Equipment FSD

TOTAL QTY 55 DEV X
Navstar Global Positioning System DEUVEREDQTY PROD

CONTRACT INFORMATION

CONTRACTOR (NAM' AND L.OCATION) 6. NEGOTIATED COST 9. WORK, START DATE

(YYMMDO)
Magnavox Government & Industrial Electronics Co. $69.OM
Torrance, CA 7907207. AUTHORIZED.

UNPRICED WORK
0 IO.SIG EFF COMPL DATE

"TRACT .&.ARGET ....E (YYM(MDD)
a.CONTRACT NLUM1ER 5.b. DEFIN DATE 5.c.COTRACT &. TARGET PICE$

E7.5 841231

F04701-7g-c-noR5 790720 FPIF CEILING PRICE $83.4M

PERFORMANCE DATA

LEAVE BLANK 11. REPORT DATE 12. SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VERIFICATION OF DATA
(YYMMDD) CPR Y REVIEW TYPE C/SCS Surveil lance

840731- OTHER REVIEW DATE 840528

i. BCWS IS. BCWP IS. ACWP 1. MR 18.CO 7R 19. TOTAL 20. CONTR 21. PMa 22. ESTJL rjET ALLOCATED EST COST EST COST COMPL DATE

$88.4M $85.4M $93.2M BASE BUDGET (.IYYMDD)

$69.OM $91.7M $96.3M $99.OM 850731

.AI-NF vm~A_ IN .,.YSLS

Schedule Variance (BCWP - BCWS) = $85.4M - $88.4M ($3.OM)

* ost Variance (BCWP - ACWP) = $85.4M - $93.2M = ($7.8M)
, h(Iij I e Variance

,, ..lule variance improved $0.7M from last quarter. The contractor is presently concentrating his
,.: ,rce; on supporting the field test phase of Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E).

-tt to program: The contractor's ability to complete Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E) and
,, Juring the current and available test windows is a continuing concern of the government.
( ntractor has prioritized his efforts to ensure his ability to demonstrate maximum User

, 'vent capabilities on the primary and secondary host vehicles.

QV-:R k R BASELINE.

AIAQ.'N7" IS 19 EXCEEDS AMOLNT IN 18. PROVIDE ThE FOLLOWING:

," A -4}iOZD COST VARLA..NCJ SCHI.u.E VAFJA.,NCE

I- A, D, 2 VU NT $13.6M ADJL'STXENT $6.71771
S :r o, format 3, page 9.

.............................. -.. ,.. . . . ,. .- % •-.-
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Impact to program: Contract will go over ceiling; however, Government liability
is limited to ceiling. No increase in funds required.

Program Manager's Estimated Cost

The Government's EAC decreased from the prior reporting period due to an EAC
update performed in conjunction with the Defense Contract Administrative Services
representative.

Significant Effort Completion Date

Estimated date of completion for IOT&E slipped due to technical problems:
Contractors underscoped complexity of effort; hardware/software development and
integration problems; inplant/field testing, support equipment, and
documentation delays.

Estimated Completion Date

Contract Mod extends contract.

Ceiling Price

Last engineering change added for $0.7M as a separate contract line item to the
contract with no change in ceiling price. Contract total price will be $88.4M.

NOTE: Formulas for converting cost performance data to price performance data
are

a Cum BPWP APWP X BCWP

Cume BPWS APWP X BCWS
ACWP

70
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Pd,RIM 1 IDENTIFICATION 3. PROGRAM PHASE
IUser Equipment FSD

TOTAL QTY 55 DEV X
Navstar Global Positioning System [ DEUVERED qI-" _ PROD

CONTRACT INFORMATION

CONTRACTOR (NAME ANCD LOCATION) 6. NEGOTIATED COST 9. WORK. START DATE
(YYMDDI

$73 .IM
Rockwell International 790702
Collins Government Avionics Division 7. ATHORIZD.

Cedar Rapids, IA UNPRICED WORK 0
IO.SIG EFT COMPL DATE

-.aCONTRACT NUMBER 5.b. DEFIN DATE 5..CONTRACT & TARGET PRICE $80.OM
TYY DO) TYPE CEI _ 841231

F04701-79-C-0083 790720 FPIF CEI.IG PRICE $87.7M

PERFORMANCE DATA

LEAVE BLANK 11. REPORT DATE 12. SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VERIFICATION OF DATA

(YYMKDD) CPR X REVIEW TYPE CSCS Surveilliance

OTHER REVIEW DATE 840528
840731

UCWS IS. BCWP 16.ACWP i 17. MR I8.CONTR 19.TOTAL 20.CONTR 21.PNC& 22.EST

* BUDGET ALLOCATED EST COST EST COST COMPL DATE
I BASE BUDGET . (YYMM.DD)

$70.M $68.1M I $83.3M 0 $73.1M $73.1M $88.4M $90.OM 850731$70._ _ i _ _ _ _ ,,__ I _ _ _ I._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

VARLk.N'CE ANALYSIS

)chedule Variance (BCWP - BCWS) = $68.1M - $70.1M = ($2.OM)
ost Variance (BCWP - ACWP) = $68.1M - $83.3M = ($15.2M)

,chedule Variance:

chedule variance improved by $0.9M from last quarter. The schedule efficiency was favorably
ffected by the final performance claim on several of the antenna components cost accounts.

[fpact to program: None.

:ost Variance:

he functional category of engineering is primarily responsible for the low cost efficiency cumulat
eqative cost variance. The WBS element of Set Test was the most significant fac-tor this reporting
,eriod. The software efforts of preliminary qualification test and performance qualification test
oupled with the hardware environmental qualification, electromagnetic interference and combined
Tnvironmental reliability testing efforts account for the major Set Test expenditures this period.

VER TARGET BASEUNE
L A\4OL,'ST IN 19 EXCEEDS AMOUNT IN 18. PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING:

AL,--I(ORID COT VAR(ANCE SCHDF-ULE VAJ ANCE
"_______ A __U S74 .NT __AGUsTENT 69
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!

Cost Variancc

The cumulative cost variance has improved by $2.8M during the last quarter.
The major reason for this improvement is a delay in billings for completed
integration for which BCWP has been taken. The cumulative cost variance of
($22.5M) is primarily due to the late box deliveries from ASSD and the
rescheduling of vehicle acceptance testing milestones caused by those late box
deliveries.

Impact to program: Contract will go to ceiling. Contract is funded to ceiling
so no increase in funding is required.

Contract Budgec Base

The change of $.2M was due to a increase in cost of W-Sensor/Survivability
effort. The JPO received a "firm price" proposal this quarter that replaced a"not to exceed" of last quarter with the resultant $.2M increase to the cost
while at the same time their profit decreased.

NOTE: Formulas for converting cost performance data to price performance data
are

Cum BPWP = APWP X BCWP
p" .p

Cur BPWS = APWP X BCWS
ACWP

,vstdr 2PS, For'mat 3, paqe 6.
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• l V , , l, € V. V I It l ,., i L.U .I i liltf IU t ,r, l .Ilu ll

SYSTY, I-3EN71lF iCA7iON

L IDEN"TIFICATION 3. PROGRAM PHASE

Qualification Test Vehicle
TOTAL QTY L DEV

Navstar Global Positioning System DEUVERED QTY 0 PROD

CONTRACT INFORMATION
. CONTRACTOR (NAKE AND LOCATION) 6. NEGOTIATED COST V. WORK START DATE

(YYMMDD)

$115. 7M
Rockwell International 801116
Seal Beach, CA 7. AUTHoRIZiD.

U14RICED WORK
$14.8M 10.SI EFF COMPL DATE

(YYMDD)

•I.-ONTRACT NUMBER 15.h. DFIN DATE 5.c.CONTRACT & TARGET PRICE $144.8M
iTPYE _mDD) -TYP__E__

. F04701-8-C-01531 801222 FPIF CEIUING PRICE $164.2M 850930

"."_ _PERFORMANCE DATA

LEAVE BLANK 11. REPORT DATE 12. SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VERIFICATION OF DATA

(YYMD) CPR X REVIEW TYPE C/SCS Surveillance
C/SSR ____

OTHER REVIEW DATE 840705
840731

BC)W 15. BCWP 11. ACW8 17. MR 1S. CONTR 19. TOTAL 20.CONTR 21. PSCA 22. EST
" BUDGET ALLOCATED EST COST EST COST COMPL DATE

I BASE BUDGET . (YYMMDD)

$1177M $114.4M I $136.9M $1.0M $130.5M $130.5M $160.1M $164.2M 851130

VAJ8A_'CE ANALYSLS

Schedule Variance (BCWP - BCI;S) = $114.4M - $117.7M = ($3.3M)
Cost Variance (BCWP - ACWP) = "I14.40- $136.9M = ($22.5M)

Schedule Variance

the net change in schedule variance of ($0.7M) from last quarter is primarily due to the rescheduli,
Df vehicle acceptance testing milestones scheduled during this period as a result of late box
Jeliveries. Autonetic Strategic Systems Division (ASSD) has delivered all boxes, but the Navigatio

9. Data Unit (NDU) and Rubidium Frequency Distribution Unit (RFDU) were diagnosed as having anomalies
ind were returned to ASSD for rework/retest. Also contributing to the last quarter schedule
variance are milestones which have not been met due to engineering's inability to staff thescheduled
manpower loads. The cumulative schedule variance of ($3.3,) is primarily due to the late delivery
of the ASSD boxes (approximately 10 months late).

* ,lpact to program - None.

Note: Format 2, columns 5 and 6,show recently increased ceiling price. The ceiling price
shown on Format 3 will be increased next submission.

)VER TARGET BASEUNE

IF A.OUNT IN 19 EXCEEDS AMOLQ.-1T IN 18. PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING:

DA in ALTHORIZD COST VA1 JANCE SCHEULE VAY.LA.NCE

_______r ASUSCN7 Aor ADJ STMENT 67
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SUPIPLEMfENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTEM IDE!NTIFICATION

I f'~.F.A~dI II)V.NTIV1CATION St~aqe Ul 11 114A.0

TI)TAL QTY 10 p

()EUVEREt) QTY0

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4. Co(TlA(-TtJR i NAhj. AND) [A)C1ATI ON) 6. NEGOTIATEDn COS!T 0. WOR~K START V,4,"

~&I~C. $212. 3M

-~ ci~.~i _~~ - ~1. AUTIMRATF:O.

UNPRIVFO WORK .
3 1 3JY .3W, Err COl.Pt DAIIE

I &COf4TR.A( NL MBF.R 9 b I)PHYN f)ArE I.c CONTRACT S. TARGET PRIlLE $2 3- .9M

-~ r' ~ ~I~~i YIEcEri~i rRICEr S2-71. 51-1

PERFORMANICK DATA

1- IFlh A NK %I REPORT OATF Is SOURC. DOCUMENT o. vP'Rlp'ICArIONI Of riATA ,-. r~ >~

tylmul)(1 V ____ RE~VIEW TYPrjejll '-,;C. Prvie
( tR _____-'

9 4 29 (ITIIER ____REVIEW DATIE ? Z 1%

4 NCINS Is W( WP kil A( wr 11mfl MR s.CONTR 19 TIDTAL It UONTR It Phc. 21 EST
I0IX;r.T ALLOCATTO rEST COST EST C 0siT COMet DATE

BASE 111,11GET iY'fUk$DDi

I. 7 Ki: $-. :: 06.2Z% $215. 41 $?215.4-11 $?11. D1 S2li,. 4'- EJ3

ft3 VAIPIAN( r ANALY3J S'Pdi~ Variance (,PCWPT-BC1V7S) $-6.0M

A..ha .- _: Ao x~~ terio~rated bv $1.5M~ since the last retcort due to ""rust 'kztor
.u: l'- V'eF i 7bepc~l problums '.:.th intiator. arc ex~tx aszeE,

- - : ~ "m .~>.s. The c''toc bx iet c 5iSCLncreased 1:) $2.0! 1729' u

* ' 7 isaros ancm -n;- r1Jexsei frc.- t-ho T'SED Pha 5e i 'Ct.79

- ..- c rr' mssL'ias-tic th7i --he crmtr'iact r's.

I~~~~i A . fiS V f.V7r AM{U'NT IM It. IROVInP Tltf FOLL.OWING

A Af L I'ST 4 rN T AIlIIJSIMFNT___

1,,r, x 3, 1, ,,, 8 ,.



SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT1 CGST INFORMATION

SYSTEM IDENTiCATION

I Vff ',A~fI IDETNTtFICAfl()N 3 roo;~ CptLAOl P
":)~j~tTAL QITY(A 2

roIvtR~f) QVr' PRO__ 0

CONTRACT lrwvoRmA'r5i,-

4 (i)'i'7LACTI~ NAME AND) LkOCATION) UNGTiAV-Y( ('05T 6. WORK TTAR 0 DATI1

* str'ategic Sy. --ems S 4 4 1.5M (YmM()i

Q irjcriAvenue-
.I~~I'. OA920031 AUIIRz.r) .

UNPRI(P1I) WORK

S It SIC Err COuPt. t)ATf

Sal W-.TLA( TN !W kRVR $b OFF-N DlATE S. c CONrRA CT S TARGCT ,RI(E5 4 8 7 .8-.M M

4 CDZ 83 011'8 CIFcviLIW; RICE N/A

PERFORMANCE DATA

lfoif WANK It REPOPT DATE 13 .S£)IR('E iOCUMUNT 01 VERIrAT-ON o~OP T

1Y'l)MfOW (PR X RrvIEW TY9eqen

84772 7 OTIIFt_ RFVIEW DlATE

nuIxIOCE AI.LOCATn.f FST COST PJST COSTr COMPL DATE-

24.OX412.OM $44 8. V $448.04M S428.M 960930

93 AAN( F, ANALY.*S S:hcedule Variance: (PON-Bo-,-53.0
Cost Varianrce: 1.XJ-C~7) =$ l5y,

-i -aun Ln the schedule variance is clue to fai-lures of txxiic crj' mnj: lit'
* ... 'airLxmand rewo~rk robic vi t rr-i-nted circuit hcards, 1a~e strnc7

- ~ 1 late develotr*ent of t-heatot' ~-oe data instz~to wn7
e.,-, - -ecrino) --a ter alis. The c1.L!i ae~roa n in te cost ~:a ei u

.......... e+ first b)lock c!h ance: rd'a.sIl C2.0o-tronic 0= ll-tel -~n: Y~~
-~ ~ ~ n -'* :.-p.ire aterial costs for MEAasc~\ ai~ fabrication. -he incrrc-se i!n

1.W4ckbse is due to a dIarnoe orc,-r fcor ad-z< ona ASD-, hardw,-are ar:i f anal
K... ... '1 ~a1 ly xlermization Pi-ro-m The Pr~oq-ram Nlaaaer's esti.ratc- is

V If- T I i 10 FXO r DM A NO(IN T I N I A. PRIO V TI r )t 1 ) 1''

~Ifl~)AIUISTb4PNT A11J)1'IiFNT
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SUPP~LEME:NTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTFM IDENTIFICATION

1, V(iA; PAa M I I)P.NTIFICATION 1Y-21 FUZe PR$(PL PHA&

PL71 rd'PPTXYTAL QTY 27 O

oEijvft[O0QTY 7 PROD

CONTRACT INFORMATION

( CE)N-ThA(-T"?R i P4AME AN() LAX ATIN 4 NE(X)TIATIr) COST I WOKK STAR-r OATT

~rlElectric Corrparm S 45 3!I M W nOI

P.c . Eiox 7722 820809
pr, - .:_kpbL PA 19101 1. AUT110R17P..

t)NPRIIV.ED WORK

___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ __ 89m IO.3JG ET COhdP . DArT

S a(ONTR.A4 T NL MBFliRt'I b I)ITIN I)ArP 3c t (INTRAC.T 4 TARGET PKIC $172.0 ON ~ ~

-1 r", --,--1?23 F7, .'F CPFIIINGPRC-3

PFRFORMANCK DATA

IIA~ H LAN'K 11 REPORT I)ATT. 12 SOIIRCE DOCUMCNT 13, VFRI~iCA1ION 0O' DATA E~as n e
1sYiMD~j1 (PR XREVIEW TYPt r.eiEneRei'<

~'408050TtI P.R -- REVttW DATt JL18

4 ' A~S 15 til WP If A(. WP' 17 MR is ('ONTN of rOTAL TO I ONTR 35 PW*. It E(3f

ftUI)GT AI.LOCATt() EST COST EST C OSTr COMMt OATE

BASE I UI)CT (YYMMDO;

5MW2.l 99.-4M $10. 3?t' $ 154. 2X, $15" . ZM $153. 7M 870228

LI AfIA( AALS~ Sclhedu1e Variance (BC P-Dcws) =$-5.31m

Cost Variarce (ECW-,P-ACI-T1) 5 -7. al
la rve ~S essential I,, u-c 'oTroea since t-he last renort. Tec :c~iceh~

~~'' ~ hx'.cb to first unit 1IiUJd nroLlEi-!is with the solicl state um.Th
_ ~ cx. crCO~2 by $Q.9 -do tr defrni'tization of chla-nc7ecfr. rccr.

~rc-, rau' deig, ~~z ~oaddit-icralfze for flicht tes . heP
-. L'It,2 IS rLXssr.5cha- the mtatrs

.40 The figures include costs incurred prior to FY 83 for the development
of flight test missiles and all equipment leading to first flight.

If A h4i NTI N ifIrk .(7 FI~ A MOUNT IN inS INM(VIOP. THC FOL1owi NI;

VA.TY Al 1TIIIIZPIl CO". V &A N I . SO 10LEIL VARIANCE

MudIIpi ~~AIUjI!,TbUrNTAIJSP.T___

Pcicekeepc r ,Fo rmat 3, I'dg,-- 11,



SUPPLEFMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

9STFEN IDNTIFICATION

kA d I Ir.NTD-CAT1ON Stacie ill , Fl1-o ~&

1"YTAL QTY 10
nu i V!t QTY lD

CONTRACT imrORMATION

(cNhAT) NAMEF AND LOCATION) 0. NEGDnATTO CO5T 0. Yf~fl -S;PT D, T

$164 .5M

UNPRICIV(' WORK
$ .3V ( g()tdrfO-PL, DArT

N~ 'Vim TV Pf)

4 25 FIF critiwa Potcr~ $207.2Y1

PFRPORMANCK DATA

IrA.7 AS, I PFPORT f)ATr. it SOIIR( .,N)UMFNT tj vor.RivirAfloN or DATA xc-2c-:
y yhfm(P) (PR ____VIEFVW TV PtOE ft.-)

'4,-7 31 (OTlIIR ____REVIEW DATE ~ rh1~

I P4 15 IsA 1 1I C WP 17 MR il CONTA it TOTAL ONT 2 57'
AUI)CrT A LAOC A TD EST ((~ST EST -0~ CO'EFL DATE

BASE WlIDGXET lyTRD~

' 4 17. 7N $16 5.8 BN 65.B T-1 -S1 I3
N, Rl A. F, ANALYS13 s;'.ieVariance (B;-P-Ba7-,Y) S -2. OX

~rr'~c3 'v 1 ~si-nc7e !as' err as irateria ctpc c

-,-X '~~:27 Thce cos t variance, has TDrv, .)dc

'~x'.~. ar acdr~ct~vc~and overhec-d allcxati's '

acci~io -,f dc3E surt-rt c-,i;-t2t

OVF R T 4R'.71 T MA'.7lINy

f F A .41' - r I P I F k I f 7F~ A MOU N T IN 1.I PR)V I Df T11P r. 01 f) OW1NG

P' T A.f I~IV COl)f!F )IT VA R IAN -4 f 44 07111_ V d IJ J7

I H),I 1 bf T A Q F N ~T 7
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTriM IDENTmVCATION

IRO4;PRAb I IfNT1IC~Afl')N SrX'-C>1i4 Frc r~a PI

1ntkecrati~nq Recleiver Flcwo
tflTAL. 4.rY 109 FCpc.-n rv
0TUIFAftP QTY M) __

C'ONTRACT INVORMATION

4 (41NTR.A(1 )ft 4NAMdt AN[) [4(ATION) 4 NEGOTrIATEDr COS T C WORK ITANT [),kTWI $39.7MY~f~
13 50 'L'S 1~ 19 7. AUTHIORIZED.82,0

S* Peters.L rc FL 33733 I ~PRICED. WORK(

I $ 0. gm 10 SIG rF COidPLDT

3 k('ONTILA( T NLUdB.R I b UFFIN DATE S c ( ONT1*Jd'T ISTAI(AtT PR $4ICE '
, YMMOO() T Y1 j 'fC$4

F 1102 2 FP LF CVI(c PRCE$4.6

PFRFORMANCK DATA

t-EAV7. BLANK 11 N7.mIRT r)Arr it SOURCE:T DOCUMENT 13. VERfIFICATION or DlATA

IS4D3C () CPI(R X___ REVIEW TPEt - --

M( Is ( wV 1 ACwP 17 MRf 18 ( ONTA 19 TOTAL. NONTR It Pm'* It EST1

RIJI)C7T ALLOCAlTED EST ('(KT 7.S COST COMIEP. DATE

BASE. RUDGET IYY MDDI

3 ) 34.O T1.7M $S40. 61. $40.6m S39. 6M $3 Q.8P 25'0

?cidcdc Vax'anze (B&?-WZ'Wl) - S-O.8

7. The f ijures iniclIude costs incurred prior t,) FY 83 for the cevelopment
fi ight test issiles and all equipment leading to first fl ight.

4 OVER TAR(;r? PA"FI INf

IF Awth NT IN it FX U7V1~ AM0k!NT IN 10, IIo%(VIr THE FO(.t 1W IN(;

D)AT? AI1IPIRQZP) COSTf % ARJANI1 rd SII0tII VAPJAN(!F

y v IdwIIl)f A? LJI ' 4 01.14 A I 1,7 FN T
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTE~M IDENTIVICATION
I InrNTIP1CATION Third Geeration A;oG-"' PtA4sm

PF= =0 Secon~d Source

nUZijvtRED)QTY 8 PROD _

CONTRACTr INrORMATION

4. ('1) TVA(T) (NAMiE AND LOCAT1ON) 4. NE-GOTlATrr) CON'T 9. WORK STAWT r)ATEt

Hony~1 i nc., Avionics Division $ 18.4M
113:50 US Hwy 19 7. AUT11ORIZV.D, 81 C 95

* St Pet-ersburg PL 33733 UNPRWUII) WORK
10.3SI7. FIF (7OMPt DATIE

* - - YYIEMDDI
* S,&.C0NT.A( T NUMHrR S b. OFrFIN DAtE S c.(*OtTh.ACT 8. TARGET PRI(E$20.4M

YYh4MI)n1 TY 'r, P~irO21. 7
~~~~~ 4-IC01 107,0 1 FPIF CEILINGPRC$lM

PERFORMANCE DATA

L.EAVE B~LANK it REPORT DATr it. 5SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VERIVICATION or DATA Subsecuaent

1yyMMfl()) CPR X REVIEW TYPE Anplicat-ion Revie:

OilIR ____ REVEW ATEJanuary 1982

14 PCW'S IS B4CwP If ACWP 17. MR iS.CONTR to TOTAL WCONTR It.PM.6 "ST

BUDGE.T ALLOCATED EST COST EST COST COMPL DATE
BASE BUDGET (YYMMDDO

$1.'* 14.9M $15-T.v $13M $18.4M $18.4M $18.4M $18.7M 801

t3. VARiAN4! ANALYSIS Sche-dule Varia.c (BCWP-CS A -O
Cbst X'ariarce (BCVN'-ACqP) = $-0.8M

Tesch-?(d-e .,aiarce is essentially unchanged since the last renort. The $0. 2r- deter4cra-
t--'r: i. co-st variance is due to avro assenblv problens, and additional labo~r to recr n.&

"I.~ 'Ae *5& we1e. he Piocra LManager's estir-ote is rore ziessimistic than the
ci<rcs' estrwte

NOTE: The figures include costs incurred prior to FY 83 for the development
of flight test missiles and all equipment leading to first flight.

34 (4V9R TAR(;rT RASElINE

Ir AMIONT IN is rxcKr~1 AwouNT Im is. rRovii-ir TIlE r10.ws, 1;

PAT?. A1r1T?)RIZEO rOST VARJAN(K rstIIDfULf, VARIANCE

- -~~ AIUUSTMFNT __ 9I~MN

* 1ecckepv r, V'orma~t 3, I'age 14 92



SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION
S ,,-

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

1. PRO(;KAM I. IOENTIF ICATI)N Inertial measurement 3.PROCRAM PItAS.E
~~~Unit,-- Follow-onXI

'PEACEKEEPER TOTAL QY Dv I

OELJVERED QTY 0 PROD
4 .

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4. CONTRACTOR I NAME AND LOCATION) 0. NEGOTIATED COST I. WORK START DATI

Northrop Electronics Division (NED) $ 365.0M
2301 W. 120th Street 830830
Hawthorne CA 90250 7. AUTIIORIZf.D.

UNPRII:EI) WORK.

-. __- $ 37.0M I.S3iG Err COMPL DATE
IVYMMDOI

5.o.CONTRACTNUMBr.R S.b. I)FIN DATE 5.c.CONTRACT I. TARGET PRI'E$433.8M

4YYMMI)I)I TY 1E
104704-83-C-0023 830830 CPIF CEILING PRICE N/A

I'ERFORMANCE DATA

LEAVE LANK I REFORT IArE 121.SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VE.RIFICATION OF DATA Demonstration
_ IYYMMI)I) (:PR X RFVIEW TYPE Review

840727 OTIER REVIEW DATE June 1984

34. BCWS IS. OC(WP 14 ACWP I1. MR to.CONTR It. TOTAL 1O('ONTR I.PM'. I1. M37

BUDGET ALLOCATED EST C(.ST EST COST COMPL DATE

BASE RUGET (VYMMOOI

" $152.8M $140.8M 139.0M $22.5M $402.OM $402.OM $377.0M $402.0M 860930

, . VARIANCE ANALYSIS Schedule Variance (B I2P-BCS) = $-12.0M
Cost Variance (BCWP-ACWP) = $+ 1.8M

The schedule variance has deteriorated bv $4.8M since the last renort due to the late release
of kits and part shortages, and a large number of engineering changesf driven by manufacturinq
process deficiencies. The cost variance has inuroved by $0.8M since the last report due to
accounting adjustments related to the inmoleentation of a new automated cost/schedule data
tracking system, circuit board assemblies that are costing-less than planned, and lover costs
of level-of-effort tasks in support of inertial measurement units subassembly. The contract
budget base has increased due to a change order for additional factory su oxrt/depot suorort
equipment. The Program Manager's estimate is more pessimistic than the contractor's
estimate.

1 44 OVEM TARGFT ASEI.INE

IF AM()IINT IN I F.X('fEFDS AMOUNT IN 14 11 IVIDf TIIE FOLI.OWIN.

DATE A1I(1V0.) COST VARIANCE SC4IIDEULE VARIANCE

fY YMMI)I)I AIUISTMFNT AIUII.STMFNT

Peacekeeper, Format ,3, 'Page 15
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTrM IDENTIFICATION

Third Generati-on ( ,PRCRAd"-" I. PRw;RAw I IDINTIn-CATION .,ZC eeain[ o3 PROKM.AU PtIOSE
I.• -'.- Tr N Follow-on

TOTAL. QrY 99 DcIv _X
.- IJVIERED QTY 79 PoO

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4 C4)NT1AMT)R, 4NAME ANO LOCATION) 4. N1E(,O1ArTn COSTr *. WORJX START OAT

,c-Nrthrop (PPD) $ 52.2M 4YMMOs

100 -rse Street 820131
Norw.sd MA 02062 1. AUTIIO.

UN I :F I W ORK M-f-!b0•8M 10.314 Err r0%4P DAr
(YYMMD0)

S ('OITRA( T NUMBER i b I)FFIN DATE S.c CONTRACT I TARGET PRICE $57. 3M
(YYMMID1 TV I

F-D4-,_C4-02-C-0007 820131 FPIF C ilING PRIrCE $61.1M 8503D!

PFRFORMANCK DATA

LUAVr 9.ANK It REPORT ATf t 2. SORCE OOCUME.NT 13. VirRIIrA1nON OP DATA

YYMnDi, (PR X RFVIEW TYPE Staff Visit
(tSR __I

240727 OTIER REVIEW DATE April 1982

1S Is W WP t ACWlP I?.MR Ig.CONTR I TOTAL C(ONTR II1. Pt'. . L,

BUDGET AI.LOCATED rsT 'OST EST COST COMPL DATIJASI BDII)GET (YYMMDDI

$44.4- 0.9 S38.6M $1.5M $51.4M $51.4M $51.4M $51. 4-M 851231

13 VARIANI ANALYSIS Schedule Variance (BCWP-BCWS) = $-4.5M
Cost Variance (B&P-A0,U)) = $+1. 3M

.ae l.iule variance has improved by $0.4M since the last report due to a replanring of
net -tes for supl~ental automatic test equipment. The cost variance has improved b,

0. 5:. irCe the last reort due to favorable general and administrative rates (G&7), and the
co -::on of an accountang error in measuring material BCP. The contract budoet bas.
ha ncreased by $0.6M due to change orders for additional integrated lcgistics suport and
a52ctz.-a1 test ecuiprent purchases. The contract has been extended (blocks 10 arrd 22) and
fi *,-r- deliveries are expected in March 1985. The Program Manager's estirate aurees
wi-ith Lhe oontractor's est iate.

NOTE: The figures include costs incurred prior to FY 83 for the development
of flight test missiles and all equipment leading to first flight.

94 OvFF TARc.P-T MASIEINE

If A 4 INT IN it PiCPr lS AMOUNT IN II. IROVIDr , TIle rOl.OWIN(;

DAT AUfT1flRIZT.D CO'T VARJANI .y'IIDIFULE VARiANCIE

,YV MI)II AILi.IT II.% T _ _F

Peacekeeper, Format 3, Page 16
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTEM IDE14TIVICATION

I3RCA . Ir)EHTInCAT1ON Laai.ch Control 3 PROGRAM P14ASC

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4 CONTVLAC1I) (NAME AND) UKXATh)IN) 6. NEGOTIATED COST 9. WORK !fTARI OATS

=r Systems $212.5M ~ IETMmOOS
Strategi.c Systas Division .AhOIW.817

I RseachDrive 7 II11FZD
* esttorough n;N 01581 UNPRICIF0 WORK

SaCNTRdT 1.5m ~ msIG Err rompt DATIE

5aCNLATNUMBER 5 b. IFFIN DATE S.CONTRACT S. TARGET PRIt'E $239. OM 87mM093
lyYMMI)D, TVVE 803

:F\34704-83-C-K'032 S40827 FPIF CrllING' PRC $ 25-7.AM____________

% PERrORMANCE DATA

LZAVf BLANK it REPORT DATE 13. SOURCE DOCUME.NT 13. VER~rICAnlON Of DATA Sbeun
10 ymmE PR X RFVIFW Tpe

(*iSS Aptm.ilcation Review

840727 OTIIER ____REVIEW DAES;tme 1984

14. acwS IS. 191 wV it ACWP ilf MR IS (flONTR It. rOTAL C ONTR I1PI. pu'sS
RIJI)GET jALLOCATED F.W C('ST EST COST COMPL DATE

BASE BUD)GET 1yY1MMDD1

$62.9Y $510.5x~ 60.2M $4.Om $214-.M F214.0111_$216.9M __S2l6.9M 870930

* . 3. VARIANCE ANALYSJS Schedule Variance (BcIP-BO-IS) =$-4.4m

Cost Variance (BC'wP-ACWP) -$-1.7M

--s s he first SCCI subtrittal for this contract. Negotiation of firm budgets took place
* carin7 this reporting period. Both the schedule and1 cost variarc_-es are due prLr'arilv to

* nparn c:tersive re ,xrk of softw,,are developrent specifications for the launch control
in arce oxratiorns programs. The Prcram, Manager's estim-ate acrees with the contractor'

94 OYER TARCFT FIASEI ONE

OF AkII~tNT I4 it F~jCfEIM AMOUNT IM it. PROVInr TIIlL FOLLOWING

* . OAT?.AF~0IY COST VARIANC. -;O~'IUkt F VA~IIANCE
*IYMI)II _______ AIkI3TMVNT _ _____ AWJS'TbWNT
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SUPPU iFi'47AL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SY9TFM IDENTmVCATION____

EAC=TZ -1RVTAL QTY 10I __

OCliJYEODQY D. PROD __

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4, CONTILACTOR (NAMdE A~'if a. W7i..) EGoTATED COST S. WORK( STA"t 0/,-l

Fbch.~1l Intemni-ation1 !' $ 261.4M Ymfi
Fbcketdynie Division 830601
6633 Camgoga Avenue 7. AUTI94)RIZED,

* Caroga Park, C'A 91304 UNPRICtIP WORK

$ 8. 5M 19.11C EU? COhIPt OAT?,

(1 Y Y 4M[D))
I...CONTP.ACT NUMBER 5 'D. !IFTIN flATL Sc.(ONTRA(CT 9. TARGET PRICE $300. 5M

1mD I TYPE $252.8M./ 80
F04704-83-C-0004 830629 FIF/PI CEILING PRICE F-_ __ _

PERFORMANCK DATA

LEAVE BLANK Lzd FT 1'~ 3. SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VE:RIFICA.TION or DATA Staf Visit
(YY1,. O('Pm X REVIEW TYPE.

~1O727OTIIER ____REVIEW DATE 30 April 1984

14 547WS IS. B("WP 11. R.' j ISCONTR it. TOTAL C(ONTt It PIma I ESTT

5 UOCEFT ALLOCATED EST COST EST coni COhIPI DATE

$9.Y 9.44 IBASE RIII)ET (YMD

$ . M S14N M, ,33.71, $269.9M $269.9M $269.9M 1 S2 69 9 60930

10, VARIANCE ANALYSIS S1- lh,,e Varioi~ce (BOIP-B~q) =$-6.6M

rBC-rice77P = $-2.9PI
The scheduale vcari~e - -sened byr) $1.9V. sinc~e the last DAES due to delays in vendor
dei'.'eries a~~orr"~ testing of the propellant storage asseiibly area (PSA) .T'he cost
variance ~rew~ by'C~ sir-e the last relmrt due to excessive labor hours in curl its
a ssuarance arc r 01o the PSA. Trhe contract bu-t base has increa--d by

S4.M sncethe1 ~~' -cdule todv-sizinig of the nronellant storacie acisec.,l. Tho
ro. M.-)_c cptinirstic than the contractor s.

* If Abilf)i NT IN if P . I R(IVlf TIME FOLLOWING

PAT! AllIT1,11IZIPT vok ~RJANIE(' SCIDEULAI VA!'1i.N(Ar

-r Formait 3, Page 18



SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTEM IDENTIFiCATION
. IDENTIrCATION Stage I, Follow-on ROR.M PtIAL

PEA z-.R

rEIJVtRED QTY 0 PROD

CONTRACT INrORMATION

4. CON'TACTOR I NAIE AND LOCATION) 6. NEGOTIATED COST 6. WORK STANT DATE

Morton Thiokol, Wasatch Division $ 278.6MM
P.O. Box 524 .... 830606
Brigham City, UT 84302 1. AUTIIlRUT.D.

UNPRII:rI3 WORK

$ 12.1M GsOI, Err COMPL DATZ

IY yMMD)I
$ .CONTR.A'T NL'MIIR i)r rIN DATE S.C(:ONTRACT I. TARGET PRICE $313.3M

YMMI)InI T'rIE

FO04'24-83-C-Q0C' 8305]5 FPIF CEILING PRICE $363.3M 860731

PERFORMANCI DATA

-ZAVIr BLANK II REPORT DATE II. SOURCE DOCUMENT 13. VERInICATION OF DATA SUbseCriuent
1YyMMf"lI cPR X REVIEW TYPE Anolication Revie,'

()TIIER REVIEW DATE Seote3ber 1983840729 saebr1

14. 5CW5 IS. 8( WP Si ACWP I1. MR II.COr4TR 1 TOTAL 30 'ONTR I1. PM'@ 31(.

BUDGET ALLOCATED CST C(os EST CIST COMrL DATE

BASE BUDGET 4YYMMIDI

"100. S $91.Z $86.5M I22.9_ $290.7M S290.7N $277.5M $272.6M 86373.

3 .VARIAN('E ANALYS Schedule Variance (BCWP-BDVS) = $-9.6M

.ost Variance (BC1P-ACWP) = $+4.7M
hes:-1-edule \-ariance worsened by $1.9M since last report and still reflects slow start-uD
delays in mterial receipt and subcontract effort. The cost variance imnroved by $3. ,

reflects uxderrins in support areas, and favorable price variances on nozzle rreterial.
Piecrrent b'adaet base has increased by $5.2, due to a change order for the firinc unit
SigYnal ccndItacner. The Program Manager's estimate is nore optimistic than the oontractor's.

I4 OVER TAR(;FT MASE|1,IC

IF AMI)tINT IN t Fl('f.7.D AMOUNT IN II, I'RoVInf TIlE rOLLOWIN(

DAT! AIITII0RIZFD COT VARIANCE Sc'IDEULE VAPIANCE

Y rPMIeII AIcekeepTNT _ rmat A3IIITM 9NT

.1 Peacekcepe, r, Format 3, tPage 19 g7



SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Canister

1, rR('", kAW ID1FNTiF'1r^TION Develoarent 3 PROGRM P4S

PAE RT'O TAL Q'rY 8 RDtneIJVERE) QTY PROD

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4 CONTRtA(-TR (NAME AND LOCATION) 4. NEGOTIATED COT S. WORK START BATS

We* inhouse Electric Corp (WEc) $ 231.9M yTMMI6
Ma: ine Division _.

Sunn-vale CA I. AUTIH)ORfD., 820/Ol
UNPRICIlF WORK

0 iIr. G err r:OMrt DATIE

I.(1ONT.A(TNU K R b I).fN DATE S..(ONTRACT 0, TARGET PRI(E $249.8M

F - 7 YYMMf)rl T¥V e 870930
FO47L1- S2--Cyj0 !7 821109 CPIF/AF cri..NG PRoE N/A

PERFORMANCK DATA

IXAr. ,BLANK II REPORT DATE it. SOURCE OCUMf.NT 12. VERIrICA1ON Or OATA Staff Visit
1YYMMf) (PR X RrVIEW TYPE

840731 OThIeR_ REVIEW DArE November 1982

14 8- (W' 1S V WV I ACWP I17. MR I%.CONTR It TOTAL I (ONTR IP, 21. I£.31rI UI)IrT ALLOCATED EST ('ST EST COST COMiM DATE

BASE BUDGET YMMDDo

S90. Y S4.9 ' $66.8m $20.1M S231.9M $231.9M $225.0P, $228. 11 870930

22. VARIANIE AALYSS Schedule Variance (B3P-BCWS) = $-5.8M

Cost Variance (BCWP-ACWP) = $-1.9M
The he uie variance deterioration is attributed mainly to nuTrerous engineering drawing
re visions in the Canister Assenbly Launch Test Program, due to transitioninq from a co, =site
to a 'teel launch tube, encrineering support of conponent testing, and late encineering

-Ieeoes in the PAr t'~eaPror Section. T-e cause for the cost variance deterioration is
-i due no prE-dumi costs paid to maintain program schedule. The budget taseline

incresd due to the F'SED Phase II addition. The Proqram Manacer's eqtim3te is more
essi-ast-ic t.ian the cont-ractor's.

NOTE: The figures include casts incurred in FY 83 and prior spent on earlier basing modes.

94 OVFIR TAR(;IrT RA'N;I IN4E

IP A6 M NT IN is l'2CPUF( AMOUNT IN II. PR()Vfln TIME rOL.OWING

DATT AtFTIIIIRIZFO COST VARIANCE 9I'-IDEULS VARiANC
It

, v %" MWwiI,, AIU/I f.%Tl"M IP.NT ____ A0 .IbJ.SMT NT

Pe,cekeeper, Format 3, Page 20 98



SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTVM IDENTIFICATION

1. Pr'RO;RAM I I.NTIFICATION Rentry Syse FollowR3 ROCPRAM PHAJU
PE C E P R)TA . Q r o 10 D Ev x

DEl.IVERED QTV 0 PROD

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4. C)NTRA(1T)R 4 NAME AND LOCATION a. NEGOTIATID COT 9. WORK START DAT![

AVC Corp., Systems DiV~sin $ 80.5M ,VVMMI'M

201 Lowell Street 831128
Wilninztcn MA 01S87 1. AUTHOREZKD.

UNPRII'EI WO1K
$ 1.7M io.sic Er' rOMPt DATZ

..... YYMMD 0)

SaCONTR.A( T NUMBf.R Ib iiN DATE Sc CO(NTRA(T 8. TARGET PRIC$ 92.6M
,YYMMIID, TYVE

FD4704-S4-C-0002 840312 FPIF C.It.iNc. PRir$ 96.5M 870930

PERFORMANCK DATA

LEAV. BLANK II REPORT DATE II. SOURCE IOUMFNT 13. VF.RIFIAnoN or DATA Subseoluent
1YYMMDD (PR_ REVIEW TYPE Application Peview

840722 oT IER eEvEIw DATE May 1984

14 CW5 IS B( WP If A(WP I1. MR II CONTR I9 TOTAL 10 (ONTR so PM'e nt. £mT
RUDCU(;FT ALLOCAT EST ('ItST [ST COST (OMPL DATE

BASE BUDGET Y lT111 M MOD

S15.6 % DJ.I $14.6M $4.5M $82.2M $82.2M $82.ZM S82.Z4 870930

$3 VARIAN4r( ANALYNSS Schedule Variance (BON'.-BCWS) = $-1.5M
Cost Variance (B0.1P-ACP) = $-0.5M

The schediule variance has deteriorated by SO.5M since the last report due to a later than
-=er.eix start of the Atlantic Research Corp subcontract. The cost variance has deteriorated

by $0. E:' sL-ce the last recort due to additional costs for the reffurbishrent of deplo\-ent
,Trsx e Krccd stanis and shroud internal piatform, and increased producibi.lity design

S.The increase to the contract budaet base is due to a ch Lnae -,rder for the reentry

3, r traLner design. The Program Manager's estimate is the same as the contractor's.

* 14 OVER TARGET %AASI.INE

Or AhiIlNT IN It rXCr.rn8 AMOUNT IN II. I'()VIfln' Til FOLLOWING

DAT AIITIIIIRIZIFO COST VARJANIC. ,SUIID!UI.I VARIANCE

IYYMMI)I__ AIUI1STMPNT __[UI;STbIPNT

Peacekezeper, Formait 3, Page 21 99
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACT COST INFORMATION

SYSTEM IDENTiriCATION

. rx LMI Ir)CNTIM1ATI)N Basing ~ oprtoaI PRO" iA%

Suport EquipTrent j
DEUIERD PY OD __

CONTRACT INFORMATION

4. C(TwrRACTOR INA34C AND LACATION) 4. NEGOTIATE() C OSTr 9. WORK STA~rT O)A '"

The inq Aerosaecw y
The -Spa~ ~$ 525.1MM D

P.O. Pox 3999 831001
Se&~t~e 7. AUTII0RJZfD,

UNPRIcFII WORK%

___ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ $ 4. 5M. 10.31r Err C(,hPL OAT?

3.&.CON'TRLAfT NLM8P RL i b IWFIN DAtE X~ (O(NTrLACT I.TARGET PRICE$ 578.Di
IV Y MMOIIO T Y I'

T474 -n~3047 840424 CPIF, 4J'F CING PRICE N/A 670 63 0

1'FRFORMANCE D)ATA

LJEA'! BI.ArK It REPfORT DAT!. iI, tAOLRCV DOCU4FNT 13. VFRIFICAT1ON OF DATA F-ase-li-ne
YYMMU)Ot (M X REVIEW TYPESurveillance Pevie--'

8407 6 'TI - ___ RVI W DATE February 1984

14. OC WN 1 tl( WP S0 ACWP 17 MR it.(*ONTR it TOTAL 1* ONTR ItP. P J0it. S1 RhJDGFT A LLOC ATED V ST COST EST COST COMM DATE

______ ______ ______j$3. AE Rt(I)GT { YYWiIEDO
~$179.M S172.611 P-752 S3.1 529.6M $529.6m $519.6M $503.2M 876

23. VARIANCe(E ANALYSJS Schedule Variance (BC-WP-BCWS) = -i
Cost variance PAC- P = $-2.6M

T1he si-)e'.ule variance has irnoroved by $2.2M and the cost variance inprove y$.~snet~
last SCbecause the contractor has ccrrcleted detailed tplanning, and is nmasuring vicrk

prfo=r a-rhe at a low-er and more accurate ',:-S level. The 'contract budget base increaseda by.
S+4. 5.- due to chaz-nce orders for addition'al envi-ronnenta1 oontrol systems a-nd 7vandenherq test
-supporz efforts. The Programn Manager's estima~te is r-cre opiitcthan the contrac",rS

11 OVER TAR(.VT RASIINE

If AhtiIIINT IN It XFRCVr)3 AMO()NT IN4 14. (NMOVIr TIME FOLLOWING;

DAT? A~ITIIf1IrI) CO". V AJ A 4( OF S%$1tCULZr VARJANCE

'1 ~~I~I" A1LJIOTMfNT _____ AIUJIF.WMVNT
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PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

PROGRAM: Peacekeeper AS OF: 30 Sep 1984

INDICATOR ASSESSMENT

Overall System Performance S

Operational/Technical Characteristics
Mission Effectiveness Factor S

Key Decisions S

Funding S

Schedule S

Contracts S

Cost Performance S

Test and Evaluation S

Design-to-Cost S

Production Readiness S

Logistics MI

Manpower S

S
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PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

PROGRAM: Peacekeeper AS OF: 30 Sep 84

PROGRAM COST ESTIMATES

($ in MILLIONS)

Independent Program Manager's

Cost Estimate 1/ Cost Estimate 2/

Estimate Date: 1 May 84 20 Sep 84

RDT&E Constant-FY 82 $: 6274.2 6069.6
Then-Year $: 7199.4 6924.2

Quantity: 20 20

Procurement Constant-FY 82 $: 9734.8 10333.4
Then-Year $: 13554.3 14671.0

Quantity: 223 223

Milcon-FY 82 $: 303.0 276.5
Then-Year $: 397.0 350.6

Quantity: N/A N/A

1/ Corresponds to the following buy schedule:

Missiles Basing

FY 84 21 0
FY 85 40 20
FY 86 48 25
FY 87 48 30
FY 88 48 25
FY 89 18 0

TOTAL 223 100

2/ Corresponds to the Program Office's FY 87 Enhanced POM submission with the
Tollowing buy schedule:

Missiles Basing

FY 84 21 4
FY 85 21 29
FY 86 42 33
FY 87 48 35
FY 88 48 0
FY 89 43 0

TOTAL 223 101

Peacekeeper, Format 6, Page 29
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- MAJOR END ITEM DELIVERIES

PROGRAM: Peacekeeper AS OF: 30 Sep 1984

RDT&E PROCUREMENT
21 cUm 21 cUM

1/ ACTUAL cUM ACTUAL I/ ACTUAL CUM ACTUAL
PAST FYs PLANNED or CE PLANNED or CE PLANNED or CE PLANNED or CE

FY 83 2 2 2 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A

CURRENT FY

1st Qtr 1 1 3 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A
2nd Qtr 1 1 4 4 N/A N/A N/A N/A
3rd Qtr 1 1 5 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A
4th Qtr 1 1 6 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A

NEXT FY

1st Qtr 1 1 7 7 N/A N/A N/A N/A
2nd Qtr 1 1 8 8 N/A N/A N/A N/A
3rd Qtr 1 1 9 9 N/A N/A N/A N/A
4th Qtr 0 0 9 9 N/A N/A N/A N/A

FUTURE FYs

FY 86 6 6 15 15 6 6 6 6
FY 87 5 5 20 20 38 32 44 38
FY 88 N/A N/A N/A N/A 45 43 89 81
FY 89 N/A N/A N/A N/A 48 48 137 129
FY 90 N/A N/A N/A N/A 48 48 185 177
iY 91 N/A N/A N/A N/A 38 46 223 223

1/ 3ased on 30 Jun 1983 SAR (Baseline SAR).

2/ Based on 13 Feb 1984 Program Baseline.

Peacekeeper, Format 6, Page 30
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